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Introduction 

This report presents revised long-term planning scenarios in support of the Western Electric 
Coordinating Council’s (WECC) Regional Transmission Expansion Planning project (RTEP) as 
commissioned under a United States Department of Energy contract awarded to WECC in 2009 as 
part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.   
 
The following scenarios incorporate input, ideas, and recommendations that the Scenario Planning 
Steering Group (SPSG) provided Reos Partners during and between workshops held in Salt Lake 
City, Utah, on May 23, 2011 and July 11-12, 2011. They also incorporate changes suggested both in a 
review by the SPSG during the August 9th, 2011 meeting and then afterwards. 
 
The scenarios herein should not be viewed as final in the sense of the full scope of work envisioned 
for both the 10-year and 20-year planning processes being performed by WECC. These will 
conclude in 2013 and be updated biennially thereafter.  These scenarios will be used during 2011 and 
2012 in conjunction with other WECC planning processes, in particular the modeling efforts being 
performed by the Long-Term Planning Tools taskforce.  During this time, iterative analyses will be 
performed and then used to inform the ideas in these first-level scenarios. These analyses will 
contribute to their revision and finalization during the 2013 time frame.  Significant revisions to 
these scenarios might occur through that process as new learning and insights are incorporated. 
 
 
Scenario Background 

The scenarios are based on the following key structural elements: (1) an anchoring “focus question” 
for all of the scenarios; (2) a set of “key drivers” representing trends and factors that must be 
reflected in all of the scenarios; and (3) an organizing matrix structure based on two highly uncertain 
and very important key drivers.  Each of these is described in this report. 
 
Focus Question for the Scenarios 

Scenario planning, a tool for managing future uncertainty, enables stakeholders to create and test 
strategic responses given a diverse range of plausible future conditions.  Good scenarios are based 
on a clear enunciation of the decisions and uncertainties at play—the “focus question” that ensures 
scenarios are developed with a clear sense of the issues at hand.  The SPSG agreed on the focus 
question detailed below.   
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Chart 1: Focus Question to Anchor the Revision of the Current WECC Scenarios 
 

 
 
A Consistent Set of Key Drivers of Change 

While scenario analysis does not allow accurate predictions of the future (this is humanly impossible 
to do consistently, especially over long periods of time), it does provide a tool for rigorously 
imagining alternative possible futures in which important decisions may play out.  The most useful 
scenarios derive these imagined futures from a studied consideration of factors and trends (“key 
drivers”) that will most likely influence future conditions.   
 
Key Scenario Drivers 
 
To imagine and plan for the evolution of electric power markets and related needs for transmission 
in the WECC region, the SPSG agreed to develop long-term scenarios using the following list of key 
drivers: 

 
1) The evolution of electric demand in the WECC region 
2) The evolution of electric supply in the WECC region 
3) Innovation in electric supply technology and distribution systems 
4) The course of regional economic growth in the WECC region 
5) Changes in the regulation of electric power systems in the WECC region 
6) Changes in federal regulation affecting the electric power industry 
7) Changes in social values related to energy issues 
8) Changes in society's preferences for sustaining environmental and natural resources 
9) Shifts in national and global financial markets 
10) Shifts in the availability and price of commodity fuels used in the electricity sector 

Focus Question to Anchor the  
Revision of  the Current WECC Scenarios 

How will demand for electric power services in the WECC Regions change in 
the future (10 years/20 years)  

and  
how will electric power supply services (and related transmission networks)  

change to accommodate that demand? 

Power markets and their 
financial integrity are 
grounded in meeting 
demand for power.  
Without demand 
growth, new power 
supplies come in only 
with plant retirements 
and policy mandates. 

With new supply comes 
the need for new 
transmission to connect 
that power to the 
transmission grid and 
related implications for 
the shape of  
transmission networks. 

These timeframes 
match the planning 
cycles needed to 
support WECC 
planning.  

30 September 2011 
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The Organizing Scenario Matrix 
 
A “scenario matrix” is a useful tool to help organize ideas when creating scenarios.  To create a 
matrix, the key drivers are first prioritized using the consensus or majority vote of a team to select 
the two drivers that are simultaneously most uncertain and most important.  Additionally, the drivers 
should be independent of one another.  Each of these two drivers is then ascribed a range of 
uncertainty, represented as an arrow with ends pointing in opposite directions to indicate polar 
extremes.  Crossing these arrows creates four quadrants that function as a “scaffolding” upon which 
to create different scenarios.  After due consideration, the SPSG selected “technological innovation 
in electric supply and distribution” and “economic growth in WECC regions” as the two most 
important and most uncertain drivers.  The resulting matrix and ranges of uncertainty are shown on 
the next page. 
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Chart 2: WECC Transmission Scenario Matrix 
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The Scenario Quadrants 

The scenario narratives in this report are based on the input provided by members of the SPSG 
during the July 11-12 workshop.  The quadrants were numbered and tentatively titled as shown 
below. 
 
 
 

Chart 3: WECC Transmission Scenario Matrix 
 

  
 
 
 

The revised scenario narratives in this report are early drafts of stories that describe very different 
future “worlds” or contexts for future WECC transmission decisions.  The scenario matrix is a 
conceptual model; the future can be explored both within distinct quadrants as well as by moving 
among the quadrants over time.  Moving among the quadrants to represent a plausible evolution of 
future conditions is discussed later in this report. 
 
The scenario narrative drafts herein will provide input into RTEP’s use of the Study Case 
Development Tool (SCDT) and the Network Expansion Tool (NXT).  Model runs will be used 
iteratively over the term of the twenty-year, long-term RTEP planning process, and will provide 
feedback to further expand or change scenario narrative drafts. 
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Point of View  
 
The scenarios are written from the point of view of a neutral observer (similar to a newspaper 
reporter) who explains the future as it is unfolding.  In addition to the events and trends playing out 
in relation to the key drivers, the observer also notices the actions of four key stakeholder groups: 
(1) regulators and legislators; (2) companies in the industries (investor-owned utilities, power plant 
and transmission system owners and developers); (3) activists and advocates (for various causes, in 
particular environmental issues); and (4) electric energy consumers (residential, commercial, 
industrial and agricultural).  As this is a storytelling exercise, different stakeholders may be active or 
dormant in particular timeframes in each of the scenarios.  
 
Overview of Key Drivers 
 
After each of the four scenario narratives, there’s a table that describes how each of the ten key 
drivers evolves in that particular scenario over the twenty-year period.  These tables illuminate how 
the drivers change and interact with one another in the timeframe described.  
 
Form of Power 
 
This chart, which appears after each scenario, suggests how power supply options might change 
over time to align with load, economic, regulatory and policy shifts contained in the scenario.  It 
should assist with the scenario-modeling process as well as the iterative process of understanding the 
potential impact of conditions in the scenarios.  For each scenario a sense of the direction of change 
can be indicated as follows: 
 

• + increasing 
• ++ significant increases 
• -decreasing 
• --significant decreases 
• ~ no significant change from historical levels 
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Cost of Power Equation/Design Criteria/Implications 
 
At the first meeting of SPSG with Reos Partners, team member Carl Weinberg, former head of 
Research and Development at Pacific Gas and Electric, presented what he described as the “Cost of 
Power Equation”: $ = f (± G, S(i), T(i), D(i), ± g(i), ±s(i)) with the cost of power being a function 
of the following factors: 
 

G stands for large-scale (centralized) power generation; 
S stands for large-scale (centralized) energy storage; 
T stands for high-voltage bulk electricity transmission; 
D stands for distribution of electricity; 
g stands for small-scale (distributed) generation; and 
s stands for small-scale (distributed) energy storage. 
 

He described it as a high-level conceptual model that the SPSG may utilize to analyze how power 
costs vary in each of the four scenarios.  
 
After the SPSG created the four distinct scenarios at the July 2011 workshop, small groups used the 
equation to “wind tunnel” their particular scenario to better understand how much the variables 
change in the four different scenario worlds.  Each group then discussed the specific types of design 
criteria in their scenario as well as the potential implications for WECC.  Accordingly, an additional 
subsection in each scenario explores the Cost of Power equation, design criteria, and implications 
for WECC. 
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Scenario Narratives 

 

 

Scenario One: To Have and Have Not 

 

Wide-spread Economic Growth in WECC region with Increasing Standards of 
Living/Evolutionary Changes in Electric Supply and Distribution Technology 

 

This is a world in which an initial slow uptick out of recession is followed by increasing economic 
growth in the WECC region that moves in tandem with a steady pace of incremental rather than 
breakthrough technology improvements in the power sector.  This development leads to the 
emergence of the next generation power system for the region.  After a period of international 
financial instability, changes in budget priorities, and adjustments in tax laws, the U.S. economy 
shifts to a more solid foundation.  The U.S., with its growing population, entrepreneurial culture, 
and ability to produce advancing technologies, plays a role in bringing the global economy back into 
balance.   
 
Even without game-changing breakthroughs, the energy sector is a primary beneficiary of the U.S.’s 
prowess in technology development and its entrepreneurial vigor, and provides a solid basis for 
overall economic growth for the nation.  The WECC region, home to some of the nation’s best 
educational and financial management institutions, plays a lead role in the long-term positive 
evolution of the nation’s economy. 

   
 
Beginning Years: 2011-2016/The Dark Before the Dawn 
 
The big events and issues shaping the electric power sector in the WECC region in mid-2011 can be 
summarized in four key areas: (1) the impact of and recovery from the 2008-2009 credit crunch and 
follow-on recession; (2) a growing concern among voters and their representatives about both the 
short-and-long-term effects of human-caused climate change; (3) a rapidly emerging concern about 
the long-term availability and usage of fresh water; and (4) the growing investment in renewable 
energy technologies to meet renewable portfolio standards (RPS).   
 
All together those issues make investor-owned utility managers nervous about their future 
opportunities—long-term demand growth and where and how to invest in new assets.  Activists and 
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advocates for protection of the environment see an ongoing need to promote balanced financial and 
regulatory support to sustain and accelerate investment in clean technologies. 
 
Legislators and regulators face a delicate dilemma: how to continue progress toward a cleaner and 
more sustainable power system without imposing high and quickly escalating energy costs and 
unnecessary risks on consumers and industry, thereby harming economic growth and job creation.  
As the future unfolds in this world, the faith of the optimists about the long-term potential of the 
nation is rewarded—albeit after a few really tough years.  Sound investments in improved 
technology in the power sector, which had started in a few utility systems before and during 
economic hard times, eventually come to market over time, transforming the power sector into a 
more efficient, flexible, and customer responsive business. 
 

Figure 1.1: “The Breakthrough Myth” 
 

“The Breakthrough Myth,” Wired Magazine, August 2011: 
 
Tech people love stories about breakthrough innovations—gadgets or technologies that emerge suddenly and 
take over, like the iPhone or Twitter.  Indeed, there's a whole industry of pundits, investors, and websites 
trying feverishly to predict the Next New Big Thing.  The assumption is that breakthroughs are inherently 
surprising, so it takes special genius to spot one coming.  But that's not how innovation really works, if you 
ask Bill Buxton. 
 
A pioneer in computer graphics who is now a principal researcher at Microsoft, he thinks paradigm-busting 
inventions are easy to see coming because they're already laying there, close at hand.  
 
"Anything that's going to have an impact over the next decade—that's going to be a billion-dollar industry—
has always already been around for 10 years," he says. 
 
Buxton calls this the "long nose" theory of innovation: Big ideas poke their noses into the world very slowly, 
easing gradually into view. Evolution trumps revolution and things happen, slowly. 

 
 
In these early years, the faith of optimists seems as though it may go unrewarded.  The financial 
crisis in the European Union, especially in the Mediterranean nations of Greece, Spain, and Italy, as 
well as the political battles over how to reduce U.S. deficit spending, both lead the headlines. A few 
quarters of negative growth punctuate years of stagnant performance in the West, even though some 
Western states with energy resource and agricultural economies enjoy higher growth rates as fossil 
fuel and food costs gyrate unpredictably. Pundits, investment houses, and global finance experts 
publish a wide range of nightmare scenarios that add to the overall global unease.  
 
The steady stream of bad news from the U.S. housing market and high rates of unemployment 
seems frightening enough without additional bad news from the Middle East of conflicts rattling oil 
markets. Even with continued intervention by European Union finance ministers, the debt crisis in 
the EU’s southern tier (Portugal, Spain, and Greece) appears that it might lead to economic 
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contraction in Western Europe.  Oil prices, continuing above $100 per barrel, also constrain 
economic growth, acting like an additional tax on consumers.  In the West, the lingering effects of 
the housing bubble and the state budget crisis in California drag down growth for the entire region. 
 
The bright spots in the global economy, found largely in emerging countries like China, India, and 
Brazil, don’t appear to be sufficient to stave off a potential global meltdown.  California, along with 
the Pacific Northwest, British Columbia, and Alberta are closely tied to the global economy and 
need global growth to support their industries. During these years, many of the few hot spots that 
portend longer-term economic growth are where there is international market exposure.  

Electric-power technologies are included in these globally focused industries; companies in the 
WECC region are leaders in wind and solar power, and are well positioned with regard to 
innovations in the emerging smart grid.  Regulatory policies and state incentives enable utilities to 
implement innovative products and services, and these domestic markets support companies that 
can produce and export technologies that will reshape the power business. Western utilities and 
companies sit on the cutting edge of new solar power and wind technology, including offshore, 
dispatchable, and low-wind speed generation.  The West pioneers investments and activities leading 
to more energy efficiency and conservation. Significant potential remains in this space for dynamic 
Western utilities and companies.  
 
Much is possible, and renewable portfolio standards and tax incentives do help; however, demand 
growth remains the big driver for new investment. In the short term, due to slightly improving 
economic conditions and slower power demand growth, power companies see limited opportunities, 
and as a result, some plant construction slows. 
 
Hope remains because new sources of demand growth do appear on the horizon.  These include:  
(1) the emerging market for hybrid and all-electric chargeable vehicles; (2) the likely closing of some 
very old coal plants which cannot afford to meet new EPA emission regulations; and (3) increasing 
consumer demand for big-ticket energy hogs like 3D TVs and appliances such as washers and 
dryers. 
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Figure 1.2: Share of Energy Used by Appliances and Consumer Electronics Increases in U.S. Homes 

 

“Share of Energy Used by Appliances and Consumer Electronics Increases in U.S. Homes,” 
Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS), U.S. Energy Information Agency 
 
Over the past three decades, the share of residential electricity used by appliances and electronics in U.S. 
homes has nearly doubled from 17 percent to 31 percent, growing from 1.77 quadrillion Btu (quads) to 3.25 
quads. 
 
This rise has occurred while Federal energy efficiency standards were enacted on every major appliance, 
overall household energy consumption actually decreased from 10.58 quads to 10.55 quads, and energy use 
per household fell 31 percent. 
 
http://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/reports/electronics.cfm 

 
Long-term planning to meet this potential demand centers on the balance of fuels.  Natural gas is a 
strong contender, especially due to stable or slightly increasing prices, quickly increasing supply 
based on new drilling technology, and the flexibility of a range of new gas-fired generation options 
in following load demand and shaping wind generation.   
 
Since wind and solar energy can be variable and uncertain, there is a need for flexible and reliable 
sources of power in the overall system.  Natural gas plants can be brought on line relatively quickly 
in the case of spikes in demand.  Natural gas is abundant in the United States, so using it does not 
hurt the nation’s trade balance and provides domestic jobs.  Gas can be a ready replacement for 
retired coal plants.   
 
The growing challenge for natural gas concerns the potential for price spikes and public perceptions 
about air and water pollution occurring in the use of fracking1 technology.  In light of these risks, 
some resource planning debates suggest that natural gas be a last resort once renewables are fully 
utilized.  
 
Renewable energy and environmental activists and advocates focus on two pressing concerns: (1) 
the environmental impacts of fracking; and (2) curbing greenhouse gas emissions contributing to 
climate change.  Land use and endangered species also surface as issues during discussions about 
transmission system expansion.  The public, well educated about these issues, supports policies 
protecting the natural environment.  When technological innovations and careful public education 
and involvement in project development address those issues, there is support for moving such 
technological solutions into the market.  This is evident in the renewable portfolio standards 
directed toward the region’s power companies.  Even without federal pressure, states are pushing for 
change in response to voters’ demands. 
 
                                                
1 The process of using a fluid to create cracks in sedimentary rock and a proppant (small solid) to hold open the crack, 
releasing trapped oil and gas. 
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As the economy begins to pick up and population grows at a steady rate, increased energy demands 
start to put pressure on an already stretched and stressed electric grid.  Facing the need for 
increasing generation and distribution in the coming decade, most utilities finally initiate processes to 
allocate and spend the capital for the IT infrastructure needed to create, implement, and take 
advantage of the long-discussed grail—the “smart grid.”  The technology seems to be there; it only 
needs to be used. 
 
Figure 1.3: “The Challenges of Big Data on the Smart Grid” 
 

“The Challenges of Big Data on the Smart Grid, ” MIT Technology Review, July 2011. 
 
Before the smart grid can become a reality, much less leave the infancy stage, utilities need to prepare for an 
onslaught of data - and not just a doubling or triple - but an increase of multiple orders of magnitude. 
 
Currently utilities are hindered by old legacy IT that cannot deal with this data inflow - much less 
communicate effectively with each other - and they are upgrading very slowly. 
 
The realization of the smart grid and all of the benefits will be delayed much farther into the future than most 
forecasts anticipate. 

 

Middle Years: 2017-2022/A New Day Dawning 

Bad news does not last forever, and even the Great Depression ended.  During these years, the tide 
turns and a solid base of consistent, if not spectacular, economic growth returns.  The foundations 
of this turnaround can be seen in the improved trajectory for the U.S. federal budget deficit, which 
leads to lower long-term interest rates, a rebounding housing market, and job growth emerging from 
exports and a more competitive U.S. manufacturing sector.  With the diminution of China’s long-
term labor cost advantage, the U.S. succeeds in exporting high-quality products that demand a more 
educated and productive labor force. 
 
Newer industries, including both biotechnology and information services, which see the birth of 
three-dimensional computer chip technology and the continued proliferation of chip-based 
intelligence in almost every product, witness significant growth rates.  Clean technologies grow at a 
fast rate, increasing their economic impacts as companies in the WECC region begin to produce 
products based on their recent R&D spending.  Geographic proximity to the domestic market is 
finally increasing the global competitiveness of regional companies. 
 
The energy sector contributes to expanding job growth with increased demand for distributed power 
systems and energy management services now possible through the use of smart-grid systems.  In 
addition, demographics, which tend to be underappreciated as an economic driver, affect the global 
economy: due to consistent immigration, the U.S. population continues to grow, as evidenced in the 
2020 U.S. Census, and thus avoids the population death spirals seen in Japan and most of the 
member states in the European Union. 
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In an effort to spur further technology advances in the power sector, a national clean energy 
standard, which requires both increased efficiency and additional renewable energy in utility 
generation portfolios, becomes law.  The law brings in laggard states and expands the market 
potential for cleaner, more efficient, and smarter energy technology.  At the national level this move 
complements ongoing efforts to reduce overall dependency on foreign sources of oil and energy.   
 
While Arab nations in North Africa and the Middle East are moving toward more democratic forms 
of government, the process in many of these states proves to be both contentious and riven with 
uncertainty. Oil prices hover above $120 per barrel based solely on global demand, but price spikes 
occur regularly because of political disruptions and violent outbreaks in the Middle East. 
 
A combination of renewable energy, readily available domestic natural gas, and energy efficiency and 
conservation driven by smart grid information systems provide a clear path for steady reductions in 
U.S. energy dependency on foreign sources. Policies are instituted to move strongly in that direction 
as part of a long overdue national energy policy.     
 

Figure 1.4:  Model Year 2025 Light Duty Vehicle Market Share by Technology Type 

 
 

 

Source: DOE Energy Outlook 2011 (With Projections to 2035), DOE, April 2011 
 
Global financial markets have largely absorbed and restructured the toxic debt that damaged credit 
markets so severely.  There were some significant bankruptcies and mergers, but by this time credit 
flows to support both sound investment and home ownership.  Money pours into the energy sector, 
as investors perceive it to be a secure industry. Sound economics drive good investments: demand 
grows and is very likely to rise, especially as electric-powered vehicles are slowly but surely becoming 
the “new norm” and now make up an ever-increasing percentage of new car purchases.  High oil 
prices enable competitive options, including new and improved renewables technologies, alternative 
fuels, battery systems, and energy efficiency. 
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In the WECC region, the reshaping of the electric power systems takes an “inside-out” approach.  
Installment of generation close to load now happens before power is shipped in via transmission 
lines.  This means that forms of distributed generation, solar power, and energy management 
systems now dominate the market.  The challenge with this approach centers on sudden spikes in 
demand and guaranteeing reliability.  Sporadic blackouts in these limited self-sustaining systems are 
commonplace. 
 
As economic growth picks up, there are often bottlenecks in the new systems’ supply 
chains.  Expanding businesses consider local energy costs when locating or expanding facilities; 
energy-intensive facilities gravitate to areas where there is abundant, cheaper power.  Consumers 
adapt to a new power system that provides them with more choices, even if sometimes they make a 
bad decision.  Because the system is cleaner and allows for more options, it’s viewed as a significant 
overall improvement in power services.  Consumer surveys consistently find a desire for even 
cleaner systems and more information on their energy usage and conservation. 
 
Public pressure on the power industry focuses on climate change solutions, though land use impacts 
of renewable energy and water scarcity now loom on the agenda.  As the nation grows both in terms 
of population and the economy, there are more conflicts about the use of limited natural resources.  
Tourism remains a big industry in the WECC regions, so issues of land use and in particular the use 
of open and protected areas conflict with energy system growth.  A balanced approach in most 
instances allows important transmission and distribution systems investment to proceed, especially 
those bringing in power from renewable sources. Political moderates holding the center are in power 
in many states and seek to balance job and economic growth with responsible stewardship of natural 
resources.  
 
Electric power companies actively restructure in order to adjust to the new more distributed and 
self-contained power infrastructure as well as the data and information flows they now manage.  
Energy services evolve into many submarkets as consumers are segmented into levels and styles of 
service that accommodate their different needs.  Many consumers continue to receive power the 
old-fashioned way, just as there are people who still have landline telephones in their homes.  
 
However, the concept of a personal energy portfolio based on features including time of use pricing, 
special rates for electric vehicle charging, feed-in tariffs for solar power systems, and incentives for 
load management creates an array of possibilities for savvy consumers, both large and small.  Some 
Western communities make specialized deals with companies for clean energy projects for their local 
utilities. More and more consumers manage the energy consumption of every appliance in their 
home and may be “buying or selling” at any given moment, even from the convenience of their 
smart phones. 
 
There are many new players in the energy market, especially in the information sphere.  Behind this 
faster paced part of the market are large corporations developing software and hardware options to 
allow the smart energy business to provide top quality services.  The technology allows WECC to 
begin implementation of an energy imbalance market allowing more sophisticated energy trading 
and more effective cost management for power companies.  This more connected system allows 
Native American Tribes and First Nations to develop and manage their energy-producing assets and 
activities and finally receive financial benefits. 
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Final Years: 2022-2031/A Bright New Day 

The smart grid is now ubiquitous across the U.S. and Canada. Traditional power companies, some 
of which still serve primarily rural areas, sustain reliable service by having access to power resources 
beyond their peak demand.  They have backup reserves that can be put into service quickly.  What’s 
emerging in the new, more independent power system is a system running much closer to its limits, 
with much higher productivity. 
 
Running a leaner system also keeps cost low; however, when the limits are reached, there can be 
consequences. Once fully disconnected from the grid, a power company can no longer be 
responsible for providing back-up reserves.  Those consequences now drive markets for energy 
storage technologies and smaller forms of clean, distributed generation, though this does not include 
diesel generators.  There are concerns that economic growth might be hampered if solutions to this 
backup issue are not found soon. 
 
Although renewable generation now makes up over 25% of power generation in the WECC region, 
power utilities see a growing need to have more efficient ways to balance the reserves they retain for 
the majority of their still captive customers.  They need large amounts of power at the multi-
megawatt scale that cannot be served by intermittent renewable resources or battery systems.  Once 
again, natural gas-fired generation presents a strong alternative.  Clean coal with expensive carbon 
capture might have potential in a very limited range; however these systems remain in research 
pilots.  France and China both build small-scale nuclear plants, and some U.S. companies 
contemplate orders. 
 
Despite all the positive changes, electric power still cannot be called cheap.  Energy efficiency, 
demand-side management and conservation still pay.  Consumers still want energy efficient homes, 
buildings and equipment, and so production of all energy increases.  Since buildings in the U.S. and 
Canada typically last about 100 years, retrofitting them becomes a large segment of the conservation 
business.   The U.S. greatly benefits from its movement to energy self-sufficiency, and estimates 
from the Energy Information Agency forecast a “tipping point” in the next decade when the 
country reaches over 50% self-sufficiency in all energy sectors, including transportation fuels.  This 
is accomplished by increasing dependency on electricity as a nation, including in the transportation 
sector, and producing it from domestic sources.  Coal usage has decreased to the point that school 
children question why we used to “burn rocks.” 
 
With national energy independence a widely accepted concept in the political arena, federal action 
can spur more energy development, including an energy superhighway system in certain parts of the 
country.  These DC lines connect resources to major load centers in the major cities.  One such 
system under construction begins in the Los Angeles area.  Cooperation with Canada and Mexico 
for interconnections also advances to building new interconnections utilizing the smart grid across 
the WECC region. 
 
During these years, some Middle Eastern and North African governments, which had seen internal 
revolts, have now progressed to fledgling democracies.  Individuals once part of the demographic 
wave that caused unrest in earlier years have become national leaders in their societies and now 
focus on ensuring that their states raise standards of living and actively participate in the global 
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economy. With the capital resources from oil, several of these nations join the World Trade 
Organization, and their citizens become more discerning consumers of global goods. They prefer 
imported products from U.S. and Canadian companies, boosting job growth in the region.   
 
Bringing people from developing countries into the global economy in general becomes the “new 
China” in terms of boosting global economic activity.  India begins to surpass China in annual rates 
of GDP growth.  Indonesia, with its large population, increases its international trading and resource 
export.  Companies in the WECC region focus on the new markets for exports of their unmatched 
clean technologies.   
 
As 2030 comes to close and the new decade begins, three issues are up for debate in WECC region: 

(1) Is natural gas the fuel of the future for non-renewable power generation?  
Can clean coal or nuclear compete? 

(2) What role should traditional power companies play in providing reserves for independent  
power networks?  If the economy is being hurt by outages, can we afford not to 
have very reliable entities in the power system? 

(3) As the U.S. and Canada become more energy independent, how do we define our national 
interests as it relates to energy?  Should we be anchored in our energy technology 
trade flows, which are contributing to job growth in the nation, particularly in the 
WECC region?   

 
New scenarios are needed…
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Scenario One - Cost of Power Equation 

This is a figurative equation that describes the key components of the electric power system.   
The right side represents total cost, and within those costs choices are made about the design 
criteria, which set standards for the power system.  All of the components on the left side represent 
the key physical aspects of the power system working together, from generation to distribution to 
final consumption by the consumer. 

 

Design Criteria 

• Balance demand growth with environmental concerns 
• Water Usage—Competing uses: Energy, Food, Drinking Water, etc. 
• Evolving energy policy legislation  
• Safety 
• Security 
• Reliability 
 

Implications 

• Desire to progress to upper right quadrant 
• Price pressure on energy 
• Breakthroughs occurring on the consumer side in technology that are driving increased demand 
 

  

Cost of Power:  f (± G, S(i), T(i), D(i), ± g(i), ±s(i)) 

± G S T D ± g ±s 
Increasing in 
years 1 to 5 
 
Natural gas 
increasing 
 
Cleaner fossil 
fuels; Renewables 
to meet 25%-33% 
RPS 

Incremental 
only in later 
years 
 
Legislation 
could drive 
increases in 
years 11-20 

+ in years 1 to 
10 
 
Negative in 
years 11 to 20 or 
could be flat or 
incremental 
depending on G 

High impacts 
of increasing 
demand 
  
Years 11-20 
conversation 
same as today 
on T  

Increasing in 
years 6 to 10 
 
Decreasing  to 
flat in years 
11-20  

Incremental 
only in later 
years 
 
Legislation 
could drive 
increases in 
years 11-20 
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Scenario Two: The New Frontier 

 

Wide-spread Economic Growth in WECC region with Increasing Standards of Living 
and Paradigm Changes in Electric Supply and Distribution Technology 

 

This is a world in which the doom and gloom concerns of the early years due to economic strains 
turn around because of a technological rebound that reminds people of the power of innovation.  
Initially tough but ultimately correct policy changes address the damage done to financial markets 
from the credit crisis and government deficit spending.   
 
It becomes increasingly clear that the fundamentals in economic policy that support stability also 
improve the climate for investment.  Money pours into technological innovations in the energy 
market and other industries, creating a solid, long-term foundation for job growth.  Innovative 
products shape a more efficient, interconnected, and intelligent business environment.  Nascent 
businesses bring new technology and innovative approaches to address public desires for a cleaner 
environment, healthier lifestyles, and efficient use of natural resources.   
 
The WECC region, being home to many of the emerging industries shaping the world, leads this 
transformation and enters a new period of long-term growth.    

 
 
Beginning Years: 2011- 2016/Building the Foundation for Long-Term Growth 
 
The big events and issues shaping the electric power sector in the WECC region in mid-2011 can be 
summarized in four key areas: (1) the impact of and recovery from the 2008-2009 credit crunch and 
follow-on recession; (2) a growing concern among voters and their representatives about both the 
short-and-long-term effects of human-caused climate change; (3) a rapidly emerging concern about 
the long-term availability and usage of freshwater; and (4) the growing investment in renewable 
energy technologies to meet renewable portfolio standards (RPS).   
 
All together those issues make investor-owned utility managers nervous about their future 
opportunities—long-term demand growth and where and how to invest in new assets.  Activists and 
advocates for protection of the environment see an ongoing need to promote balanced financial and 
regulatory support to sustain and accelerate investment in renewable and clean technologies. 
 
Legislators and regulators face a delicate dilemma: how to continue progress toward a cleaner and 
more sustainable power system without imposing high and quickly escalating energy costs on 
consumers and industry, thereby harming economic growth and job creation. As the future unfolds 
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in this world, more choices and flexibility to manage the tough issues of the early years become 
possible due to an eventual return to solid economic growth and innovative new technologies that 
decrease costs and provide new features and options for consumers and businesses. 
 
During these early years, the global economy, including the U.S., face several deadly challenges, 
including: (1) the European debt, banking, and currency crises; (2) turmoil in the Middle East roiling 
oil markets and ticking up prices (even though there is no shortage of oil in the world); (3) a 
continuing concern about potential debt defaults by the U.S.; (4) weak bank balance sheets 
constraining credit availability; and (5) persistent high unemployment, coupled with severe declines 
in housing and real estate markets that stifle consumer spending, the major driver of U.S. economic 
growth.   
 
These myriad problems push other legitimate concerns like climate change and looming water 
scarcities to the end of the queue.  Those second-order concerns do not go away, and become big 
issues within states and local governments as they impact land use. 
 
In the WECC region, states, provinces, and local governments lay the essential groundwork that will 
eventually pay big dividends for long-term growth; the region bursts with economic activity with 
much of it in the energy sphere.  Examples include:  
 

(1) Setting renewable portfolio standards and thereby providing a positive climate for 
investment in innovative clean-energy technologies;  

(2) Taking the lead on policies to cap carbon emissions (thereby monetizing those 
emissions);  

(3) With some federal support, providing tax credits and other benefits to spur electric 
vehicle adoption;  

(4) Creating and enforcing new rules on water use and safety;  
(5) Monitoring the safe expansion of new natural gas drilling techniques and enabling a large 

expansion in that fuel’s accessibility; and  
(6) Working with local utility companies to bring more efficiency and high technology into 

the management of their power systems and thereby lower energy costs for consumers 
and businesses. 

 
These actions, coupled with the establishment of an energy imbalance market in the WECC region, 
eventually coalesce into a solid foundation that will put the energy sector on a more advanced path.  
Industry experts laud the leadership role of the WECC region. 
 
During these years, the basic components of the emerging electric energy business are in place.  
These include: 
 

(1) Expanding implementation of smart grid and metering technologies; 
(2) Building of renewable energy generation—both wind and solar power systems, both of 

which are supported by sustained R&D; 
(3) Continued evolution of battery technology to serve both the automotive and distributed 

generation industries; and  
(4) Investment in new information, communications, sensor and control technologies that 

will bring more efficient management into the power system. 
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A quandary in the electricity sector relates to what to do about coal and natural gas as long-term 
fuels to support generation. Both business and political constituencies still support their 
development.  Supporters both in the eastern U.S. coal states—West Virginia and Pennsylvania—as 
well as those coal-producing states in the WECC region build a strong national alliance to support 
the coal industry.  They effectively delay the regulatory impact of EPA rules on the coal industry and 
speak forcefully about the ability of new technologies—including the faltering development of 
carbon capture and sequestration—to keep one of North America’s most abundant energy resources 
online.   
 
On the other hand, natural gas supporters argue that it’s a much cleaner fuel than coal, has a smaller 
carbon footprint and that it’s easier and quicker to build gas-fired power plants in a wide range of 
sizes to support both base-load and peaking needs of power companies.  Domestic gas supplies are 
just as abundant, if not more so, than coal.  There’s an expectation that increasing supplies will 
moderate natural gas prices.   
 
The retirement of old, dirty coal plants makes sense to natural gas enthusiasts.  Advocates in the 
renewable energy business also view the retirement of coal plants as essential so that clean capacity 
can replace dirty capacity. Growth and economies of scale will continue to lower the cost of 
renewable generation costs and allow cost competitiveness with coal. Taken together, the battle for 
market share between coal, gas, and renewables suggests lower overall energy costs as they provide 
checks and balances on each other.  Wind and solar generators find themselves on alert to find ways 
to lower their costs. 
 
 

Table 2.1: Coal-Fired Plant Retirements in Alternative Cases, 2010-2035 
 

 
 

Source: “Review of Emerging Resources: U.S. Shale Gas and Shale Oil Plays,” U.S. EIA, July 2011 
 
 
During these early years, the nuclear power industry keeps a low public profile with very little 
lobbying for additional funding.  Concerns about safety, long-term waste disposal, and the impact of 
Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi plant meltdown make industry leaders risk averse.  Though new plant 
designs, e.g. thorium-fueled molten salt reactors, appear promising, a new nuclear plant hasn’t been 
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approved for construction in the U.S. for over 30 years.  Very few utility CEOs will publicly commit 
to nuclear without significant government guarantees and financial support. 
 
In both the 2012 and 2016 national election cycles, polls of American voters show consistent 
political support for a more progressive energy future.  Job growth potential, export market 
opportunities, and private investment in the underlying new energy technologies sustain a centrist 
political approach that spurs innovation and commercial development.  Federal, state, and provincial 
government policies push for the expansion renewable energy investment and R&D.   
 
Middle Years: 2017-2021/The Spread of Electric Power 

In light of the past setbacks for U.S. car manufacturers in the electric vehicle market, it’s fair to say 
that most observers didn’t expect success for General Motors (GM) in this market.  But with the 
price of electric vehicles declining due to ramped-up production and improved battery systems 
technology’s extending vehicle range, a positive feedback loop of customer satisfaction accelerates 
sales and overall market penetration.  Hybrids grow to 30% of all vehicles sold in North America by 
2020.   
 
Electric power companies eagerly welcome this trend, even though few had expected the size of the 
uptick in demand growth from the transportation market.  The increasing profits also help GM and 
other manufacturers rebuild their capital base and assets for the long term.  What’s good for GM is 
once again good for America. 
 
The increase in demand growth benefits the power sector and eases the ongoing process toward 
meeting renewable portfolio standards.  It’s putting “wind in the blades” of wind generators.  Solar 
companies, builders of distributed power systems, and independent power networks experience 
growth in sales as well. 
 
As pent-up demand explodes and with the economic downturn that began in 2008 a distant 
memory, economies in the WECC region rebound.  States with strong positions in mining, timber, 
agriculture, and energy lead the way.  Unemployment peaks (more like a high plateau) then declines 
quickly.  As incomes rise, consumers return to retailers and sales of big-ticket appliances, TVs 
(including some energy hogging 3-D sets), and cars take off.  
 
Breakthroughs in electric vehicle technology contribute in part to an overall economy driven by 
improvements in technology.  Technology, particularly information and communications, bores 
even deeper into most products and services across the economy.  In the power sector, smart-grid 
technology revolutionizes the energy services market, tying in smarter equipment and appliances, 
and allowing for a more efficient and flexible power grid.  Unsurprisingly, smart grids lead to 
smarter energy customers. Variable generation from renewable generators becomes much easier to 
manage and integrate with flexible gas-fired reserves. 
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Table 2.2: Description of Brookings-Battelle Clean Economy Categories  
(Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewables) 

 

Category/ Segment Name Description 

Appliances Energy-efficient appliances used for cooking, heating, cooling and 
various consumer and industrial applications 

Battery Technologies Make or develop batteries and other energy storage technologies 

Electric Vehicle Tech. Make electric/hybrid vehicles, or supply them with specialized parts 
Energy-saving Building 
Materials 

Provide building insulation and weatherization services or make 
building materials that save energy 

Fuel Cells Make or develop technologies that convert hydrogen into fuel 
Green Architecture & 
Construction 

Provide architectural or engineering services for building projects 
that meet stringent environmental standards 

HVAC and Building 
Controls 

Make energy efficient temperature control equipment or audit 
buildings for energy efficiency 

Lighting Make lighting that meets federal Energy Star standards for efficient 
lighting 

Professional Energy Services Provide certified energy efficient professional services or services 
related to energy research or energy efficient consulting and design 

Public Mass Transit Provide multi-passenger transportation to the public or school 
children, displacing less efficient single-passenger vehicle travel 

Smart Grid Provide services related to electricity measurement and control 
Biofuels/Biomass Produce or develop energy from biological or agricultural materials 

Geothermal Generate or develop technologies that convert heat from the earth’s 
core into energy or facilitate the use of such energy 

Hydropower Generate or develop power from dammed water 

Renewable Energy Services Provide professional or construction-related services to manage or 
implement renewable energy projects 

Solar Photovoltaic Produce, develop or install technologies that convert sunlight into 
electricity 

Solar Thermal Produce, develop, or install technologies that capture and distribute 
heat from the sun 

Waste-to-Energy Produce or develop technologies that convert waste to energy 

Wave/Ocean Power Produce or develop technologies that convert naturally flowing 
water into energy 

Wind Produce, develop, or install technologies or specialized components 
of those technologies that convert wind into energy 

 
Source: “Sizing the Clean Economy: A National and Regional Green Jobs Assessment,”  The Brookings 
Institution, Metropolitan Policy Program,  http://www.brookings.edu/metro/clean_economy.aspx 
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Forecasted water and air pollution problems for shale gas development prove misplaced as 
monitoring and sensing applications emerge backed by strong regulatory enforcement.  Large 
integrated oil and gas companies bring rationality to the gas market after a short-term boom-and-
bust cycle wipes out smaller unstable players. 
 
The new long-term model for the power system settles firmly into place during these years.  It 
provides an effective and efficient mix of elements, including: (1) DC transmission; (2) smart grid 
systems; (3) integrated renewable generation with storage and gas-fired reserves; (4) independent 
power networks serving some large customers, local communities and industrial parks; and (5) load 
management enabled by connection to final consumers getting real-time price signals.  
 
This system is not without problems, however. 
 
It’s not really carbon free, so the system fails to address long-term climate concerns effectively.  
Even if it’s easier to manage, energy does not come cheap for all; low-income consumers pay 
exorbitant rates for their energy usage.  In addition, wind generation still impacts bird migration 
adversely while solar farms disturb delicate desert ecosystems.  The process of electricity generation 
must use less water since water usage evolves into a national security concern.  Land-use issues make 
for intense court battles.  State, provincial, and tribal governments must wrestle with all of these 
issues.  State and federal courts must decide whether to assign damages to carbon emitters, including 
electric utilities, in response to climate change class action suits seeking massive payments for 
environmental damages. 
 
With the return to stable economic growth, coal supporters suggest that successful pilot projects 
demonstrating the safety and effectiveness of carbon capture should slow the phase out of existing 
coal-fired plants and encourage new plants to be sited and built.  Environmental advocates show up 
at public hearings with evidence to the contrary, especially relating to long-term containment risks of 
sequestered carbon emissions.  Activists argue for the environmental dispatch of power, which 
would make coal plants the last resort.  Low natural gas prices challenge coal advocates as they 
watch power companies add new gas generation, often to meet new demand from the transportation 
sector. This, in turn, causes peak demand to bounce around in unexpected ways.  
 
Power companies have a leading role in the electrification of the U.S. economy and make moves to 
restructure their companies to remain viable, eyeing expansion of their transmission grids and power 
management systems in order to share resources more effectively. New subsidiaries and service arms 
now serve growing demand. Finding the right mix of assets while responding to tighter 
environmental standards can be problematic.  
 
In addition, rising customer expectations driven by real-time communications increase the pressure 
for change on the industry.  The power system assimilates Moore’s Law—the long-proven theory 
that the number of transistors that can be placed inexpensively on an integrated circuit doubles 
approximately every two years—and drives cycles of updating and the turnover of services and 
applications.  Over time, the developing standards for smart grid applications developed by the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guide a myriad of new investments as they 
are reported and implemented by a variety of standards-setting bodies, including WECC. 
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A series of persistent weather-related disasters coupled with international pressure to address 
greenhouse gas concerns provide the U.S. president and Congress with the political impetus to 
develop national climate change adaptation and carbon reduction goals.  In following rounds of 
global negotiations, developing nations make binding commitments, which they now believe they 
can make with improved technologies that will not negatively impact their economic growth.   
 
A coherent U.S. national energy policy contains legislation with clean energy targets and renewable 
portfolio standards.  The Canadian government follows suit with its own national clean energy plan.  
This policy change catalyzes research and development in the renewable energy sector with those 
companies focused on energy efficiency getting serious cash injections. Additionally, agreements 
ease the siting of generation and transmission expansion on federal lands. 
 
Final Years: 2022-2031/The Emergence of an Entirely New Power Industry 
 
The ongoing electrification of the U.S. economy matures during these latter years. Growing 
integration of the automotive sector with the power sector enables people to charge their vehicles 
during all hours of the day or night.  In many cases, they top off to drive relatively short distances.  
Consumers take so much pleasure operating their vehicles, especially when the fuel monitoring 
systems in the vehicles show over 100 miles of traveling before the consumption of a single gallon 
of gasoline.  Gasoline stations all over the country close as demand for the fuel drops dramatically.  
Oil prices remain above $100 per barrel due to global demand from developing nations. 
 
The impacts of some breakthrough technologies on the supply side make for an interesting feature 
of power industry dynamics.  The long-awaited, “easy-to-fuel-and-use” fuel cell comes online, with 
most now using natural gas as a feedstock for hydrogen.  Units exist in a wide range of sizes and for 
numerous applications, including cars.  States now build advanced coal-fired systems with safe and 
reliable carbon capture.  On the renewables side, super-efficient solar cells now harvest 50% of 
sunlight.  Breakthroughs in storage allow large-scale renewable projects to operate more like base-
load thermal plants. 
 
The Americans and Chinese partner on a space-based solar power plant for research purposes. 
While the plant ostensibly powers the International Space Station, the research eventually leads to 
promising applications for ground-based solar power.  Advanced battery storage and fuel cell 
systems for the home market gain in popularity for drivers of hybrid electric vehicles.  Short-
distance DC power lines interconnecting power islands shore up reliability.  Coal supporters 
advocate for the benefits of cost-competitive synthetic gas derived from coal, which leaves some of 
the carbon in place.  Natural gas prices, higher than in years past, are expected to rise as the industry 
must try to access more difficult-to-recover reserves. 
 
As a result of this fast and diverse development, defining a “balanced energy portfolio” evolves into 
a pressing issue. Power company executives from across the spectrum of services and assets classes 
agree that prices and costs must continue to be balanced with stewardship of the natural 
environment.  An elevated level of customer service is considered part of the basics of the business.  
Government leaders agree with power companies on those core values. Implementing those values 
results in the emergence of a very diverse energy infrastructure. 
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Moving across states, a wide range of integrated power system assets thrive.  Some states become 
considerable users of renewable generation, while others have more of a balance with natural gas.  
Some states have significant numbers of independent power islands, while others rely more on 
energy efficiency with most customers still reliant on the grid. Varying levels of integration with 
smart grid systems exist with some states having large numbers of high-end consumer users of the 
grid, while others primarily use it to manage loads in the larger system.   
 
A one-size-fits-all solution doesn’t exist.  WECC member states and provinces take diverse 
approaches with urban areas in California and British Columbia being on the high end of power 
system development, while rural Washington state takes a simpler approach.  In many places, one 
can find a mix of different methods to meeting energy needs.  There are zero-energy and green 
buildings in many areas.  Utility rate programs, which encourage efficient consumption, vary widely. 
Some programs provide special rates for certain kinds of equipment.  The WECC transmission 
smart grid evolves to allow easy importing and exporting of power between states. This has 
contributed to stable rates across the region. 
 
Power industry investors are arguing for a rationalization of the industry into clear business models 
incorporating: 
 

(1) Power generators (both renewable and traditional); 
(2) Energy services providers; 
(3) Smart systems integrators 
(4) Independent power network owners who incorporate distributed generation; 
(5) Demand-side management and energy efficiency; 
(6) Transmission service companies; 
(7) Local distribution service companies; and  
(8) Regional conglomerates. 

 
Regulators seek to rationalize the industry in order to protect consumers, stabilize rates, guide 
cooperative efforts, and enforce the law. 
 
As 2030 comes to a close and the new decade begins to take shape, the three major issues in the 
WECC region include:  
 

(1) Since scientists now forecast the stabilization of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, should pressure on 
the energy industry dissipate now that many of the dirtier production practices have disappeared?   Is 
clean coal clean enough?   

(2) What should be done about “energy hackers” who disrupt power networks for fun or for profit?   Are 
these hackers a national security threat?  

(3) What will happen when electric vehicles cross the 50% market share threshold?  Should all 
preferential pricing and incentives for the power used by these vehicles be removed?  
How might power demand shift when this occurs?   

 
New scenarios are needed… 
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Scenario Sum

m
ary 

T
he evolution of electricity dem

and 
in the W

E
C

C
 region 

T
he econom

y recovers and electricity dem
and grow

th returns.  Im
proving energy efficiency 

and energy m
anagem

ent system
s.  N

ew
 grow

th com
es prim

arily from
 the transportation 

sector. 
T

he evolution of electricity supply 
in the W

E
C

C
 region 

N
atural gas-fired pow

er generation expands based on cost.  C
oal-fired pow

er is reduced but 
not elim

inated.  N
ew

 advanced nuclear pow
er system

s are considered. 

Innovation in electricity supply 
technology &

 distribution system
s 

C
ontinued innovation in all renew

able energy form
s and energy storage.  C

arbon capture 
successfully dem

onstrated. 

T
he course of regional econom

ic 
grow

th in the W
E

C
C

 region 

G
row

th in the early years rem
ains slow

, w
ith a pickup in the m

iddle years, follow
ed by solid 

grow
th in the latter years.  N

ew
 industries and strength in traditional industries of m

ining and 
com

m
odities spur job grow

th.  
C

hanges in the regulation of 
electric pow

er system
s in the 

W
E

C
C

 region 

Policy changes in support of increasing renew
able portfolio standards and caps on carbon 

em
issions. 

C
hanges in federal regulation 

affecting  electric pow
er industry 

Policy changes to support national renew
able portfolio standards and building of energy 

infrastructure on federal lands w
ith adequate environm

ental protections.  

C
hanges in social values related to 

energy issues 
V

oters express strong preferences for environm
ental sustainability.  C

onsum
ers becom

e 
accustom

ed to m
ore inform

ation and choices in their energy services usage. 

C
hanges in society’s preferences for 

environm
ental &

 natural resources 
C

ontinued support for sustainable environm
ental developm

ent and stew
ardship of natural 

resources. 

Shifts in national &
 global financial 

m
arkets 

E
ventual stabilization of financial m

arkets follow
ing changes in deficit spending in the U

.S. 
G

lobal financial m
arkets return to norm

al credit patterns. 

Shifts in the availability &
 prices of 

com
m

odity fuels used in the 
electricity sector 

Shale gas developm
ent regulated.  R

enew
able energy costs becom

e m
ore com

petitive w
ith 

fossil fuel-fired energy. 
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Scenario T
w

o: 
F

orm
 of P

ow
er 

D
escription 

D
irection of C

hange 

C
entral Station 

C
oal/C

C
S 

Large-scale coal-fired pow
er generation in the large m

egaw
att scale needing transm

ission 
connections/w

ith clean carbon sequestration. 
+

increasing, but w
ith C

C
S only 

C
entral Station G

as 
 

Large-scale natural gas-fired generation in the large m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission 

connections 
~

sam
e as historical levels, 

com
peting w

ith renew
ables 

C
entral Station  

Solar 
Large-scale solar pow

er generation at the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission connections 

+
increasing w

ith technology 
breakthroughs 

C
entral Station  

W
ind 

Large-scale w
ind-pow

ered generation in the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission connections 

+
increasing w

ith econom
ic grow

th 
and new

 technology 
C

entral Station  
N

uclear 
Large-scale nuclear-pow

ered generation needing transm
ission connections 

--fast decline due to clean 
alternatives 

G
eotherm

al  
P

ow
er 

C
entral station geotherm

al needing transm
ission connections 

+
increasing w

ith new
 technology 

H
ydro P

ow
er 

E
xpansion/E

xtension 
C

ontinuation or expansion of hydro pow
er generation at existing plants needing transm

ission 
connections 

~
sam

e as historical levels 

D
istributed         

Solar 
Sm

all scale (generally roof top photovoltaic system
s) that are located at the site of consum

ption 
+

+
increasing w

ith new
 technology 

and econom
ic grow

th 
D

istributed 
E

nergy E
fficiency 

M
ultiple form

s of investm
ent in capital stock w

hich leads to reduced energy consum
ption or 

w
hich support load m

anagem
ent 

+
+

increasing w
ith new

 technology 
and econom

ic grow
th 

D
istributed  

G
as 

Sm
all-scale natural gas-fired generation serving loads in a local area w

hich m
ay or m

ay not 
require distribution 

+
increasing w

ith econom
ic grow

th 

D
istributed  

P
ow

er Storage 
U

se of local sources of electric energy storage from
 stationary or m

obile sources 
+

+
increasing w

ith new
 technology 

and econom
ic grow

th 
L

arge Scale  
C

entral Storage 
U

sing a range of technologies and needing transm
ission connections 

+
increasing w

ith new
 technology  

T
he above listing of sources of pow

er supply options can change over tim
e and w

ith varying degrees depending on conditions in the scenario.  C
onditions in the scenario 

related to changes in econom
ic grow

th, fuel prices, technological change, industry regulations (state, provincial, and federal) and public policies w
ill affect the am

ount of 
pow

er supplied from
 the pow

er sources.  For this scenario a sense of the direction of change can be indicated as follow
s: 

+
 increasing, +

+
 significant increases, - decreasing, --significant decreases, and ~

 no significant change from
 historical levels.
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Scenario Two - Cost of Power Equation 
 
This is a figurative equation that describes the key components of the electric power system.   
The right side represents total cost, and within those costs choices are made about the design 
criteria, which set standards for the power system.  All of the components on the left side represent 
the key physical aspects of the power system working together, from generation to distribution to  
final consumption by the consumer. 
 

 
 

Design Criteria  

• Environmental concerns on the rise 
• Advanced smart grid, electrification and renewable technologies on the rise as well. 

 

 

Implications 

• Tools in 5 years: RPS, Transmission Policy 
• How do we fuel the system? 
 

 

 
  

Cost of Power: 
f (± G, S(i), T(i), D(i), ± g(i), ±s(i)) 

± G S T D ± g ±s 
Renewables & 
Solar increase 
 
Uncertain about 
natural gas; coal 
decreasing   

On the rise Where are 
renewables and 
natural gas? 

More (i) Increasing Increasing with 
lots of (i) 
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Scenario Three: M o t h e r s  o f  I n v e n t i o n  

 

Narrow and Slow Economic Growth in the WECC region with Stagnating Standards 
of Living/Evolutionary Changes in Electric Supply and Distribution Technology 

 

This is a world in which the long-term detrimental impacts of the 2008-2009 trifecta of a credit 
crisis, the housing bubble burst, and massive government deficits restrain economic growth in the 
United States, including the Western region, for two decades.  Similar to the long-term doldrums, 
which hit the Japanese economy starting in the 1990s, a large overhang of debt constrains both 
lending in the broader economy and government investment initiatives to spur growth. Moderate 
increases in taxes also play a role in slowing growth. Societal values shift toward taking on 
responsibilities, including sustaining natural resources even at the sacrifice of short-term economic 
benefits. 

States hit particularly hard by the housing crisis in the Western region are very slow to recover as 
they dig out of years of real estate overcapacity.  Unemployment remains above historical levels, 
keeping consumer spending on a slow growth trajectory.  Within the electricity sector, the slower 
economic growth discourages power companies in all sectors from taking large risks and causes 
most companies to be cautious when investing in and implementing new technologies.   

Those technologies that are low risk, proven, and assured of cost recovery proceed at a steady pace.  
Low natural gas prices encourage the continued use of traditional power generation technologies in 
concert with improving renewable technologies that meet portfolio standards required by legislators 
and regulators. Expansion of transmission systems occurs mostly within states and with a minimum 
of interstate development in order to support power exchanges and system reliability. 

  
Beginning Years: 2011- 2016/The Doldrums Don’t End  

The big events and issues shaping the electric power sector in the WECC region in mid-2011 can be 
summarized in four key areas: (1) the impact of and recovery from the 2008-2009 credit crunch and 
follow-on recession; (2) a growing concern among voters and their representatives about both the 
short-and-long-term effects of human-caused climate change; (3) a rapidly emerging concern about 
the long-term availability and usage of freshwater; and (4) the growing investment in renewable 
energy technologies to meet renewable portfolio standards (RPS).   
 
All together these four issues make investor-owned utility managers nervous about their future 
growth opportunities (long-term demand growth, and where and how to invest in new resources).  
Activists and advocates for protection of the environment see an ongoing need to lobby for 
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balanced financial and regulatory support to sustain and accelerate investment in renewable and 
clean technologies.   
 
Legislators and regulators are being pushed from two sides: (1) to continue progress toward a 
cleaner and more sustainable power system; and (2) to ensure that high and quickly-escalating energy 
costs not be passed on to consumers and industry and thus hinder economic growth and job 
creation.  As the future unfolds in this world, unfortunately, low levels of economic growth and a 
lack of paradigm-changing technological innovation do not provide much wiggle room to make life 
easier. Over time societal values will lean toward protecting and sustaining natural resources and 
absorbing costs in order to get the longer-term benefits 
 
A strong signal of the slow pace at which economic growth recovers in the WECC region emerges 
from assessments of the recovery in the hardest-hit housing markets. In California, Arizona, and 
Nevada, large-scale overinvestment in housing leads to significant price declines in home values.  
Unemployment in those states remains several points above the national average, hovering around 
the +10% range.  In light of declining incomes, consumers must retrench, rebuild savings, and focus 
on “de-leveraging,” much as U.S banks had done.  In a similar fashion, businesses in many areas of 
the region cut back as their sales remain stagnant.  Electricity demand growth is flat or barely 
inching upwards across the region after steep declines during deepest part of the recession. 
 

Figure 3.1: “We’re Spent” 
 

“We’re Spent,” The New York Times, July 17, 2011: 
 
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York recently published a jarring report on what it calls discretionary 
service spending, a category that excludes housing, food and health care and includes restaurant meals, 
entertainment, education, and even insurance.  Going back decades, such spending had never fallen more 
than 3 percent per capita in a recession.  In this slump, it is down almost 7 percent, and still has not really 
begun to recover. 
 
But consumer spending will not soon return to the growth rates of the 1980s and ‘90s.  They depend on 
income people don’t have.  The choice, then, is between starting to make the transition to a different 
economy (toward more on an investment and production economy, with rising exports, expanding factories 
and more good paying jobs) and enduring years of stop-and-start economic malaise. 
 
Since 2007, housing sales are down 24%, automobiles down 26%, appliances down 26%, and stoves/ovens 
down 19%. 

 
 
Despite the dismal economic conditions, activity stirs in the power sector in two key areas: (1) the 
initial roll out of smart grid technologies at both the transmission and distribution levels of the 
industry; and (2) the steady expansion in distributed solar power systems and wind energy farms.  
Both regulatory mandates and financial and tax incentives encourage these two developments.  Each 
one also provides real value in meeting demands for a cleaner and more efficient (and intelligent) 
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power system.  Benefits are real as air quality improves in some areas and consumers begin to 
understand how to consume energy more intelligently to save money. 
 
Another development within the energy sector concerns the expanding availability of low- cost 
natural gas driven by new drilling technology.  Though natural gas remains a producer of greenhouse 
gases when used in power generation, it is much cleaner and has a smaller carbon footprint than 
coal. In addition, the current economics encourage use of more gas-fired generation to replace coal-
fired plants. EPA regulations dealing with the cleanup of coal-fired plant emissions prompt owners 
of those plants to consider early retirement and reinvestment in natural gas plants.  Though such big 
investments don’t occur instantly, the emerging trend could lead to a significant shift in the power 
system over the long term.  FERC rulings on cost allocations in the transmission sector also point 
toward more competition and lower costs. 
 

Figure 3.2: “Special Future Energy Issue: Natural Gas” 
 

“Special Future Energy Issue: Natural Gas,” Popular Science, July, 2011: 
 
With advances in a drilling technique called hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” companies can now profitably 
extract gas from previously hard-to-reach shale formations.  Worldwide gas reserves of shale gas currently 
stand at 6,662 trillion cubic feet, the energy equivalent of 827 billion barrels of oil (about 10 times annual 
global consumption).  And that doesn’t include the gas that is routinely discovered alongside oil in oil fields 
and that is sure to be found in some of those yet-to-be-explored deep water basins. 
 
Gas is so plentiful that, in energy-equivalent terms, its price is a quarter that of oil.  A gas-powered future 
could still have some high external costs, though.  Fracking can be extremely hazardous to the local 
environment.  The method uses high-pressure fluids to break open deep formation in which gas is trapped, 
and these fluids often contain toxins that might contaminate ground water supplies. 

 
Managing costs and assuring reliability remain the touchstones of power system management, 
despite the desires of some activists to add to those goals in order to encourage the movement to a 
cleaner, and in their view, more sustainable power system. Shrinking tax revenues and the possibility 
of higher costs to consumers and businesses during slow economic times, make some legislators and 
regulators nervous.  However, the majority of voters consistently support long-term preferences for 
the conservation and protection of the natural environment.  Cleaner air in particular retains high 
levels of public support even if somewhat higher costs are required. 
 
Power company managers and investors in power infrastructure seem resigned to a mode of “back 
to basics” and getting more use out of existing assets.  Managers prefer to defer investment taking a 
wait-and-see mode due to the economic conditions.  They want to avoid a negative downward spiral 
that could be caused by higher costs from investment and shrinking demand growth.  They prefer to 
make smart and relatively small investments that allow flexibility in balancing and trading power. 
 
High and wildly fluctuating oil prices due to conflicts in the Middle East make conditions for 
economic recovery difficult to forecast.  Pending national decisions on long-term debt reduction and 
tax changes to manage the U.S. federal deficit add to the difficult situation as well.  Financial 
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conditions encourage more mergers and consolidation among renewable energy developers.  It’s 
unclear when either higher growth in power demand will return or conditions will ripen for further 
investment, thus arguing for reducing financial risks.  Falling gas prices promote real competition for 
the expansion of renewables despite portfolio standards, which can be lowered (as seen in New 
Jersey with the approval of new gas generation in that state).  Small-scale and on-site options for 
energy efficiency, whether in lighting systems, load management, or improved equipment, also shave 
tenths of a point off of long-term energy demand growth. 
 
Middle Years: 2017 to 2021/Less Can Be More 
 
Something that typical energy consumers recognize as different about the power system during this 
period is that they are beginning to better understand and use information in conjunction with their 
consumption.  The era of just glancing at the total amount of the monthly power bill starts to fade 
as options for load shifting, price differentiation, and on-site power management become 
commonplace. The smart grid emerges as a real tool for change.  The building of solar panels in a 
distributed power network provides a wider range of options for both consumers and power utilities 
to manage power usage.  Some business and consumers even allow utilities to control their loads 
within a range of agreed-upon conditions and power prices.  Consumers driving all electric or 
hybrid-electric plug-in vehicles, which they charge at home, seem the most sophisticated users in this 
period.  Generation options closer to sources of load (community-scale) sprout in the emerging 
smarter power system. The sum of all of this activity is a less carbon-intensive power system and 
one which is leading to a more energy independent U.S. 
 
The other dominant feature defining power markets in the WECC region remains stagnant 
economic growth.  The underlying factors of a slow housing market, state government budgets in 
the red, and significantly reduced federal spending continue in this period.  High unemployment 
restrains consumer spending.  Uneven improvements in living standards across the region persist, as 
purchases of big-ticket items for the home remain especially low.  Pockets of extreme poverty 
emerge in the U.S. and Canada, triggering programs to provide low-cost energy, water and food for 
the poor.  The cost of food remains proportionately higher in consumer budgets due to increased 
overall global food demand and intermittent crop failures as climate conditions shift growing 
regions. 
 
During these years, and at long last, the United States solidly rebounds and becomes more energy 
independent.  The combination of an increased use of renewables, energy efficiency, the use of 
domestically-produced natural gas and lower gasoline consumption made possible by growing 
purchases of hybrid-electric vehicles make a significant difference.  Renewable energy technologies 
have matured to the extent that tax breaks and other financial preferences are being eliminated. 
Diversity within a power portfolio is no longer a driver in regulating the power sector, as it has been 
largely achieved.  Interest in innovation in the energy sectors continues still, but the focus narrows 
toward much longer-term developments, like novel approaches to nuclear power.   
 
Real progress on reducing carbon emissions appears to be in the offing with more efficient and less 
carbon-intensive power systems coming online.  Greater use of natural gas appears as the only “fly 
in the ointment.”  However, low cost natural gas is playing an important competitive role with 
renewables and serving to put a check on rising power prices.  Regulators and politicians remain 
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sensitive to keeping energy price increases at a moderate level so as not to worsen economic 
conditions. 
 
Several states and provinces in the WECC region now show balanced budgets, though with 
significantly reduced overall spending.  Some states also experience slow but steadily improving job 
growth, especially those with industries focused on timber products as well as mining and energy 
development for exporting power within the region.  None of this growth, however, echoes the 
employment boom seen between the late 1990s and early 2000s; significant growth does occur, 
particularly in the energy sector.  
 
Investment capital remains difficult to secure because of high interest rates (during some years with 
spikes in inflation), shrinking federal loan supports, or the perceived credit quality of some 
investments.  Companies defer capital investments until the last possible moment when conditions 
assure cost recovery.  Since growth in overall power demand is limited, the pressure to merge and 
consolidate some parts of the power industry persists.  One source of new investment comes from 
the ongoing retirement of coal-fired plants that cannot cost-effectively meet new air quality and 
emission standards.  Resource planners, however, look at all options to replace that power including 
new local or central station generation and energy efficiency.  Other issues like water (with 
intermittent droughts in the region) and land use also affect those decisions.  Advocates in those 
areas remain vigilant in monitoring regulatory decisions. 
 
Homeowners and small businesses begin to see a vague light at the end of the tunnel by 2017.  
Housing starts begin to show steady unspectacular growth in the WECC region, even in California.  
A general belief among consumers that there are ways in which “having less can mean having more” 
emerges.  Less stuff might equal more personal time.  Less personal debt coupled with fewer credit 
cards may mean more personal and family financial wellbeing.  Less energy use may mean stable 
energy bills.  This kind of thinking does not work for everyone, but finds an expression in local and 
national voting patterns as people voice a pronounced preference to cut federal and state spending 
and to “live within our means.” 
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Figure 3.3: Strateg ies  for  Fiscal  Consol idat ion in the Post -Cris i s  World (IMF) 

Strategies for Fiscal Consolidation in the Post-Crisis World, Carlo Cottarelli, The International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), February 4, 2010: 
 
There are strong reasons why aiming at stabilizing debt ratios (ratios of government gross debt-to-GDP) at 
post-crisis levels would be insufficient: while many individual countries have “lived” with high debt for 
sustained periods of time, the challenge in the current situation lies in the number of advanced economies 
that would join their rank.  Whereas in 2007 only three advanced economies had debt rations near or above 
100 percent, by 2014 this number would expand to eight, accounting for the bulk of economic activity in this 
group.  The effects this may have on the world economy are unknown, because such a situation is 
unprecedented in peacetime.   
 
Announcing a credible fiscal exit strategy can help maintain public confidence in fiscal solvency.  Loosely 
speaking, fiscal solvency requires the government to be able to repay its debt obligations through future 
surpluses.  Thus, as long as the government is able and willing to run future surpluses of sufficient size, a 
surge in debt would be consistent with fiscal solvency.  However, a critical element is the credibility of the 
government’s commitment to run the required primary surpluses: if confidence in this commitment is shaken, 
the ensuing rise in risk premiums would drive up interest rates and worsen debt dynamics even further.  And 
if government is unable to restore confidence, this could lead to snowballing effects where each increase in 
interest rates in turn undermines public confidence in fiscal solvency, ultimately making default inevitable. 

 
Final years: 2022-2031/An Entirely Unspectacular Era 

These ten years might be called the lackluster decade of the power industry in the WECC region, 
because very little seems significantly different or unrecognizable from what existed in year one or in 
year ten.  Things seem to be just “rolling along.”  This can happen when economic growth rates 
range between 1% and 2% and are coupled with sufficient capacity to meet that level of growth 
without significantly expanding capacity.  Utility managers can keep what were once known as 
banker’s hours—strictly 9am to 5pm and home for dinner by 5:30pm. 
 
One of the few interesting differences may be in who owns parts of the power sector.  There are 
fewer major players in the traditional power sector.  IT companies are market leaders in some of 
energy service sectors, Google Industries being one such example.  Foreign owners hold some 
renewable power companies though more often as a silent partners, and First Nations and Native 
American tribes hold significant equity investments in the Western power market.  None of this 
matters much to the average consumer, since they view the industry as unglamorous and staid.  Unit 
prices for power are higher, but usage in most instances remains either lower or manageable, so is of 
little concern to most consumers.  Power prices continue in a stable zone with small but predictable 
increases. 
 
The off-grid or informal power sector offers some interesting, though uncomplicated, lessons. 
These consist of using proven and reliable distributed generation systems in isolated grids that have 
well engineered back-up systems.  Users of this type of power are positioned in activities—small 
office parks and vacation properties—where short-term outages do not have catastrophic impacts.  
These kinds of systems now compete on a cost basis with grid-connected power.  Managing power 
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demand and using distributed and local power sources are both fundamental parts of the evolved 
power system. 
 
Overall fossil fuel use in the energy sector, including electric power and transportation, is also 
proportionately lower than two decades earlier.  The integration of the power sector with the 
transportation sector, based on growing hybrid-electric vehicles in the automotive market, proceeds 
on solid footing, leading to a fall in gasoline demand.  Coal-fired generation has shrunk to a smaller 
share of U.S. power generation, especially in the WECC region, as natural gas and renewables 
enlarged their market shares.  Since significant amounts of capacity have been shut down due to 
industry consolidation, coal prices are actually higher.  The noticeably large capital investments in 
the industry appear to be in the few large power systems (some wind, some natural gas, and some 
solar-powered) replacing retired coal plants.  In many cases, the plants have been built on the old 
coal plant sites, thus making good use of existing transmission connections. 
 
With the stability of operations in the power sector, calls for a pullback of federal regulation to allow 
states to manage their power systems symbolize the developing belief that there will be regional 
cooperation without a federal role.  Only those stakeholders suggesting a nationalized power grid see 
the need for a substantial and continuing federal role.  During these years American society is in the 
midst of retooling and reinvesting in its people resources.  Long-term high unemployment is 
working its way down as local and national government policies support re-educating people for the 
jobs of the future.  The value of taking personal responsibility for one's life and the environment 
shared by all is influencing policies in many areas.  Local solutions to many problems are highly 
valued. 
 
Public pressure on the power sector continues to emanate from advocates and activists concerned 
about the long-term impacts of climate change.  The U.S. remains a leading global emitter of 
greenhouse gases due to industry and the continued use of natural gas in the power generation 
sector. A much larger biofuels sector faces scrutiny as full life-cycle analyses start to question the 
sector’s purported carbon neutrality and overall impact on water usage.   
 
Investors in large-scale power generation, especially in the remaining coal-fired and gas-fired plants, 
consistently highlight the low cost of generation as well as the use of the best available technologies, 
which lead to much cleaner plants than had been the case historically.  They also point out that 
lower power costs support economic growth and help the U.S. and Canada maintain energy-
intensive industries like automobile manufacturing, which is returning to North America from 
BRIC2 countries because of rising energy costs globally. 
 
Global financial markets remain treacherous for power companies seeking investment capital as 
interconnected, sophisticated, and fast-trading capital markets appear difficult to navigate.  Country-
level banking crises continue since international standards remain elusive and largely unenforceable.  
Derivative-based instruments make financial markets appear unstable and opaque despite attempts 
by federal regulators to prevent abuse.  Stable and coordinated economic growth in the global 
economy exists for short periods, though there is little continuity. 
 
 
                                                
2 Brazil, Russia, India and China 
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As 2030 comes to a close and the new decade officially begins to take shape, there are three pressing 
questions facing WECC energy markets:  
 

(1) What amount of interstate transmission is needed to allow the kind of power trading and overall system 
reliability that fits with the more distributed and smart power system?  The system has gotten along 
with moderate investments over the past twenty years, but will this be enough going 
forward, especially if there’s a sustained pickup in economic growth? 

(2) When and how quickly should the U.S. retire natural gas plants that are now the largest emitters of 
greenhouse gases in the power sectors (having now equaled or surpassed the declining coal market)?   

(3) Will the transportation sector become a sizeable user of electricity?  If so, what kinds of generation 
should be built to support it?  Should new technology nuclear plants be in the mix?  Is 
carbon sequestration now a mature and reliable enough technology?   

 
New scenarios are needed… 
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balanced, portfolio approach to energy supply takes hold.  

Innovation in electricity supply 
technology &

 distribution system
s 

Sm
art grid technology developed in order to support industry goals of m

anaging costs and assuring 
reliability.  

T
he course of regional econom

ic 
grow

th in the W
E

C
C

 region 

W
E

C
C

 states and provinces suffer from
 high unem

ploym
ent and decline in incom

es. M
ost still 

feeling the long-term
s effects of the credit crunch and the housing crisis. Increased pockets of 

poverty. 

C
hanges in the regulation of electric 

pow
er system

s in the W
E

C
C

 region 

W
ith reductions in the overall electricity dem

and, regulatory bodies take a hands-off approach to the 
pow

er industry. T
ax breaks and financial incentives for renew

ables elim
inated due to m

aturation of 
the sector.   

C
hanges in federal regulation 

affecting electric pow
er industry 

B
oth FE

R
C

 and E
PA

 develop policies that encourage the industry to transition from
 coal to natural 

gas and other renew
ables.  

C
hanges in social values related to 

energy issues 
Political unrest in the M

iddle E
ast drives public’s desire to reduce exposure to M

iddle E
astern oil and 

find other, m
ore secure, sources of pow

er.  

C
hanges in society’s preferences for 

environm
ental &

 natural resources 

Public pressure on the pow
er industry forces com

panies to deal w
ith carbon em

issions in a pro-
active m

anner. W
ith little capital available, com

panies m
ust use innovative technologies to reduce 

em
issions from

 coal-fired plants.   
Shifts in national &

 global financial 
m

arkets 
C

redit at a prem
ium

 as sm
all and m

id-sized enterprises cannot access capital through the banks. 
H

ighly volatile financial and banking sectors across the globe. 
Shifts in the availability &

 prices of 
com

m
odity fuels used in the 

electricity sector 

B
y 2031, fossil fuel usage m

uch low
er. Increase in the num

ber of electric vehicles m
eans decrease in 

gas usage. C
oal prices decline due to plant retirem

ents.  Low
ered natural gas prices spur increased 

use.    
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Scenario T
hree: 

F
orm

 of P
ow

er 
D

escription 
D

irection of C
hange 

C
entral Station C

oal/C
C

S 
Large-scale coal-fired pow

er generation in the large m
egaw

att scale needing 
transm

ission connections/w
ith clean carbon sequestration. 

~
no change from

 historic levels due to 
econom

ic conditions 
C

entral Station G
as 

 
Large-scale natural gas-fired generation in the large m

egaw
att scale needing 

transm
ission connections 

+
+

increasing as cheapest source of pow
er 

C
entral Station 

Solar 
Large-scale solar pow

er generation at the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission 

connections 
-decreasing due to lack of new

 technology 
and slow

 econom
y 

C
entral Station 

W
ind 

Large-scale w
ind-pow

ered generation in the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission 

connections 
~

m
aintains relative position 

C
entral Station 

N
uclear 

Large-scale nuclear-pow
ered generation needing transm

ission connections 
~

m
aintains relative position w

ith extensions 

G
eotherm

al 
P

ow
er 

C
entral station geotherm

al needing transm
ission connections 

~
m

aintains relative position  

H
ydro P

ow
er 

E
xpansion/E

xtension 
C

ontinuation or expansion of hydro pow
er generation at existing plants needing 

transm
ission connections 

~
m

aintains relative position w
ith extensions 

D
istributed Solar 

 
Sm

all scale (generally roof-top photovoltaic system
s) that are located at the site of 

consum
ption 

+
increases due to local initiatives 

 

D
istributed 

E
nergy E

fficiency 
M

ultiple form
s of investm

ent in capital stock w
hich leads to reduced energy 

consum
ption or w

hich support load m
anagem

ent 
+

increases due to local initiatives 
 

D
istributed 

G
as 

Sm
all-scale natural gas-fired generation serving loads in a local area w

hich m
ay or 

m
ay not require distribution 

+
increases due to local initiatives 

 
D

istributed 
P

ow
er Storage 

U
se of local sources of electric energy storage from

 stationary or m
obile sources 

+
increases due to local initiatives 

 
L

arge Scale 
C

entral Storage 
U

sing a range of technologies and needing transm
ission connections 

~
relatively sam

e w
ith no innovation 

T
he above listing of sources of pow

er supply options can change over tim
e and w

ith varying degrees depending on conditions in the scenario.  
C

onditions in the scenario related to changes in econom
ic grow

th, fuel prices, technological change, industry regulations (state, provincial, and federal) 
and public policies w

ill affect the am
ount of pow

er supplied from
 the pow

er sources.  For this scenario a sense of the direction of change can be 
indicated as follow

s: 
+

 increasing, +
+

 significant increases, - decreasing, --significant decreases, and ~
 no significant change from

 historical levels.
  

Scenario T
hree – F

orm
 of P

ow
er 
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Scenario Three - Cost of Power Equation 

This is a figurative equation that describes the key components of the electric power system.   
The right side represents total cost, and within those costs choices are made about the design 
criteria, which set standards for the power system.  All of the components on the left side represent 
the key physical aspects of the power system working together, from generation to distribution to 
final consumption by the consumer. 
 

 

Design Criteria 

• Localization  
• Status Quo 
• How to run a power system in this system: (1) Resource Adequacy; (2) Stability; and (3) 

Reliability and Optimization of Grid 
• Financial Interest of Utility  

 

Implications 

• Decoupling: changes of the incentives for utilities  
• Adequacy is on the consumer side 
• Utility vertical model changes 
• Small storage: See the India example for cases when local storage has had significant impacts 
• Boulder’s relationship with Excel Wind could be an example for this quadrant 
• There might be a small “d” in this scenario as small-scale, local generation takes off over time  

Cost of Power: 
f (± G, S(i), T(i), D(i), ± g(i), ±s(i)) 

± G S T D ± g ±s 
Legacy Systems  
 
Build close to 
load 
 
Take advantage 
of existing  
infrastructure  

Too expensive 
in this scenario 

Limited 
 
New transmission 
needed for 
renewables to 
meet RPS 

Low-hanging fruit 
 
Smart-grid driven 
 
Small “d”  
 
Communities 
work together on 
distribution 

Occurs at the 
smaller industrial 
level 
 
Incremental 
increase in 
community 
generation  
 
Small-and-
medium-sized 
enterprises drive 
demand 

Demand drives 
storage 
 
Incremental 
changes in 
storage 
 
(i) drives storage; 
Utilities invest 
heavily in IT 
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Scenario Four: Renewables to the Rescue 

 

Narrow and Slow Economic Growth in the WECC region with Stagnating Standards 
of Living/Paradigm Changes in Electric Supply and Distribution Technology  

 

Despite spotty economic growth in the Western Unites States and Canada, this world sees a 
fundamental shift in both the usage and generation of electricity as well as a maturation of the power 
industry as a whole. Sufficient government support in developing new energy technologies 
encourages further private investment that, when combined, leads to significant breakthroughs. The 
new technology picks up momentum because of innovative features, lower costs, and the capability 
to meet consumer values for a cleaner and safer environment. They are simply a better deal.  
 
Consumers will pay for cleaner and more environmentally sustainable products because they see the 
benefits in improved health and lifestyles, which don’t require exceptionally higher spending. The 
lagging effects from the 2008-2009 credit crises and housing bubble, higher and more volatile oil 
prices, and some poor national policy choices plague the U.S. economy, allowing only short periods 
of sporadic growth.  Despite these economic troubles, the transformation of the U.S. energy 
industry, through the leadership of western states, seems a relative bright spot for the nation over 
the ensuing two decades. 

 
 
Beginning Years: 2011-2016/The Rise of the Smart Grid 
 
The big events and issues shaping the electric power sector in the WECC region in mid-2011 can be 
summarized in four key areas: (1) the impact of and recovery from the 2008-2009 credit crunch and 
follow-on recession; (2) a growing concern among voters and their representatives about both the 
short-and-long-term effects of human-caused climate change; (3) a rapidly emerging concern about 
the long-term availability and usage of freshwater; and (4) the growing investment in renewable 
energy technologies to meet renewable portfolio standards (RPS).   
 
All together those issues make investor-owned utility managers nervous about their future 
opportunities—long-term demand growth and where and how to invest in new assets.  Activists and 
advocates for the protection of the environment see an ongoing need to lobby for the financial and 
regulatory support needed to accelerate investment in renewable and clean technologies. 
 
Legislators and regulators face a delicate dilemma—how to continue progress toward a cleaner and 
more sustainable power system without imposing high and quickly escalating energy costs on 
consumers and industry thereby harming economic growth and job creation. As the future unfolds 
in this world, more choices and flexibility to manage the tough issues of the early years become 
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possible due to an eventual return to solid economic growth and innovative new technologies that 
decrease costs and provide new features and options for consumers and businesses. 
 
Politicians at all levels—a state or provincial governor, a U.S. congressman, member of Parliament, 
the Canadian premier or the U.S. president—never shy away from the photo opportunity showing 
their support for what their constituents might view as a positive development, especially one that 
holds the possibility of well-paying jobs and business opportunities.  Many of the policy changes 
behind these photo-ops might seem well meaning, but, in the short term, the predicted benefits can 
often seem difficult to reconcile with the public money being spent upfront.  At least that’s what 
these same credit-seeking politicians hear from their voters in polling data.  
 
In this instance, however, the politicians deserve accolades for funding research and development 
that leads to new products—which in turn moves the U.S. and Canada toward a more independent 
and sustainable energy base, especially over the long term.  Federal investment coupled with private 
resources create initiatives in a manner similar to what happened in the 1960s, when the U.S. 
Department of Defense funded the initial phases of the “networked computer” experiment, which 
eventually led to what the public would come to know as the Internet.  There were comparable 
periods of slow economic growth in both instances, though not enough to deter investment.   
 
In this period, high and fluctuating oil prices not only harm economic growth; they also provide the 
political impetus for new energy policies—even though this support wanes somewhat during periods 
of economic recession.  A select number of companies with sufficient venture-fund backing do take 
financial risks in the energy and clean technology sectors. More often than not the markets reward 
their boldness.  Companies like OPower, Gridpoint, and other smart grid and energy service 
companies deliver tools to lower and manage costs, which result in significantly decreased energy 
bills. Large investor-owned utilities and other players set the initial stage for the emergence of a 
more technologically advanced power sector through strategic investments in smart grid 
technologies in concert with the expanding wind and solar sectors.  
 
During these years, natural gas availability rises and prices decline as the energy market experiences a 
flood of new supply driven by improved drilling and fracturing technology.  Energy industry 
veterans joke about being “present at the creation” of the “Natural Gas Big Bang.”  Some industry 
players warn of an emerging boom-and-bust cycle, which will adversely affect investors.  Companies 
in the power generation business, however, argue forcefully for new investment to keep the cost of 
power low in order to spur long-term economic growth.    
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Figure 4.1: Shale Gas Technically Recoverable Resources and Cumulative Production 
 

 
 

Source: “Review of Emerging Resources: U.S. Shale Gas and Shale Oil Plays,” U.S. EIA, July 2011 
 
 
With a slow-growing economy constrained by the aftershocks of the housing bust and by high 
unemployment, new energy demand would not normally be able to sustain profits and growth in any 
industry, including electricity.  However, because of public and regulatory pressure to address 
climate change and lower carbon emissions, coal-fired generation is on a downward trajectory.  The 
demand serviced by those plants must be replaced, providing a compelling case for increased 
investment by the electric power sector despite low economic growth.  Only the most efficient and 
cleanest coal-fired plants or those whose owners can handle the costs of upgrades can survive tighter 
national emissions regulations put forth by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  Even during 
slow economic times, the political consensus sustains the demand to move toward a cleaner power 
sector—one that does not pollute the air, such pollution being an acknowledged cause of pulmonary 
disease in children, or produce wastes that foul drinking water.   
 
Severe weather-related events and smog-filled scorching summer days in major North American 
cities, though not conclusively tied to climate change, do raise concerns for voters and citizens who 
care deeply about environmental issues.  In many cases, state and provincial governments take the 
lead from the federal government to push for more innovation and cooperation across the industry.  
In one such example of this occurrence, California raises its renewable portfolio standard to 40%.   
 
Even without the declines in coal-fired power, other factors propel a shift in electric power  
generation and us.  Information, communications, and sensor technologies inundate the power 
business, pointing the way toward new approaches to energy efficiency, load management, and cost 
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reduction.  Distributed power systems—many based on a variety of improving solar energy 
technologies—and small-scale storage technology using advanced battery systems and two-way 
communication demonstrate new options for reliable electric service. 
 

Figure 4.2: 2010 Annual Solar Megawatts Ranking by Utility Company 
 

2010 Annual Solar Megawatts  
Ranking by Utility Company 

Company Installed Megawatts of Solar Power 
Pacific Gas & Electric 157.3 
Florida Power & Light 87.2 
Public Service Electric & Gas (NJ)  74.7 
Southern California Edison 68.4 
Xcel Energy (CO) 42.0 
Tri-State G&T Co-op Assoc. (CO) 30.2 
Arizona Public Service 29.9 
San Diego Gas & Electric 27.1 
Jersey Central Power & Light (NJ) 22.9 
Duke Energy Carolinas (NC) 20.8 

 
Source: “The 2010 Solar Electric Power Association Ranking,” The Public Utilities Fortnightly, July 2011 

 
 
Since the late 1980s, electricity industry researchers at places like the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) have experimented with smart grid technologies. Their research has not been in 
vain, having helped establish a widely accepted understanding of the components of a smart-grid 
infrastructure.  These components combine to provide better service to end users as well as 
management options for all players in the industry structure working backwards and forward (see 
Figure 4.3, below).  An integrated vision for the industry starts to gain adherents. It includes demand-
side management, energy efficiency, load management, price signaling, support for electric vehicles, 
variable-power generation, distributed systems, and storage. 
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Figure 4.3: High Level Smart Grids Domains 
 

 
 

Source: “Securing Tomorrow’s Grid Part 1,” Public Utilities Fortnightly, July 2011 
 
 
States and provinces in the WECC region undertake limited policy actions in order to spur 
economic growth.  Some of these actions support emerging energy technologies that create new 
industries and sustainable jobs for their constituents.  Attempts to limit carbon and greenhouse gas 
emissions via caps within the region also receive consideration at the policy level.  Significant, if not 
widely followed, changes in federal regulations, such as requiring planning for variable electric 
resources, encourage companies that develop new power storage and battery technologies. 
 
Middle Years: 2017-2022/The Age of Self-Sufficiency  
 
A national policy shift occurs for which political and technological progressives had clamored: tax 
increases coupled with the elimination of tax subsidies for the oil industry.  The revenue largesse 
leads to substantial investments in new energy technologies.  Gallup polling data show that a sizable 
majority of Americans are exhausted by ongoing political instability in the Middle East.  This 
instability leads to rising and wildly fluctuating oil prices, which, in turn, impairs U.S. economic 
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growth and drives public support for active disengagement from the region.  News media coverage 
of the turmoil in Middle East—a source of long-term geopolitical instability by this time—reinforces 
the perception that paying higher power bills in the short term will lead to a sustainable and 
independent energy future in the long term.  National interest trumps expediency in this instance. 
 
Voting with their dollars, consumers who have access to capital begin to invest in power systems 
that provide an unprecedented level of self-sufficiency.  Many of these systems combine distributed 
generation, energy storage, often advanced batteries emerging from the electric vehicle sector, and 
information systems to enable energy efficiency and sophisticated load management.  Encouraging 
the growth of the new power industry model becomes government policy.  New utility business 
models and regulatory incentives follow. 
 
Following the major policy shift on taxes, the U.S. signs an international climate change treaty and 
agrees to put policies in place to implement greenhouse gas reductions.  U.S. leaders in both 
government and business support these policies because they see how the jobs and industries of the 
future are quickly emerging in the energy sector.   
 
U.S. and Chinese companies sign joint-venture agreements to sell products and services in both 
developed and developing nations, with companies headquartered in California and other western 
states and Canada leading the way through related investments.  Numerous countries compete for 
highly valued sources of economic and job growth, including the U.S. and some European nations, 
which experience slow economic growth as a result of large fiscal deficits.  Reducing those deficits 
forces governments to target their spending in a strategic fashion to spur economic development.  
 
Technological innovations in the energy supply and distribution parts of the power industry 
accelerate due to innovations in other industries such as IT (software and data storage), materials, 
communications, three-dimensional printing in manufacturing, and nanotechnology.  Cell phone 
applications for remotely monitoring and controlling energy management systems in the home and 
at offices become widely available.  Consumers know how to manage their power consumption, and, 
in a growing number of cases, live with self-sufficient power systems.  Smart grid system 
applications now penetrate the distribution system of utilities. These create new options for further 
use of distributed generation and energy conservation.  Smart appliances and space conditioning 
systems develop into industry standards.  As a result, overall electricity demand growth in the 
WECC region goes flat.  
 
During this time, the warnings of a boom-and-bust cycle in the natural gas sector are validated, 
albeit in partial fashion.  It’s not so much a lack of resource supply, but rather the rapidly rising costs 
due to stricter air and water quality requirements, that hinder the sector’s expansion.  As local and 
state laws to protect both air and water quality from shale gas development encourage a slowdown 
in exploration, many small independent companies in this sector collapse and are bought up by the 
traditional large oil and gas companies for pennies on the dollar.  This consolidation takes several 
years to rationalize the industry, close down poor performing projects, and stabilize prices.  As this 
consolidation process evolves, greenhouse gas restrictions tighten, further restricting the use of 
natural gas and leading to further price declines.   
 
Efforts to introduce gas into the transportation sector meet with limited success as hybrid electric 
vehicles now burn gasoline very efficiently.  Natural gas-fired generation used for peaking purposes 
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is the single best way that the fuel can indirectly serve the transportation market.  Natural gas 
appears to be the cleanest short-term alternative in the event that new base-load generation is 
needed.  Some utilities seriously consider options for new gas-fired base-load generation as a 
replacement for nuclear plants close to retirement.   
 
Coal-fired generation seems destined for a complete phase out in all but a few limited instances in 
the WECC region.  The historical cost advantages of coal as a cheap and abundant fuel for 
generation disappear because of the high costs of reducing or capturing greenhouse gas emissions.  
Sequestering carbon emissions turns out to be far more technically difficult and expensive than 
expected.  
 
Ending Years: 2022 to 2031/The Local izat ion o f  Elec tr i c  Power  
 
Business leaders and some politicians now suggest that the ongoing low and moderate levels of 
economic growth in the U.S. and other advanced nations must be part of the natural evolution of 
the global economy.  Developing nations monopolize low-wage and low-skilled jobs through means 
of efficiency, so the U.S. must continue its transition to a more technologically advanced economy.   
 
This causes higher levels of unemployment as the U.S. education system lags behind other 
industrialized nations. Given the country’s large consumer-driven economy, higher levels of 
unemployment constrain long-term growth rates in the U.S.  As a result, there are consistent periods 
of unemployment during which workers will have to retool their skills.  Large gaps in income and 
overall economic inequality grow over time as well. 
 
Despite being stuck on a slow economic path, the U.S. transitions its electric power infrastructure.  
Improvements in electricity transmission technologies lead to a national plan to upgrade and rebuild 
parts of the nation’s transmission grid by incorporating more DC lines in combination with wireless 
information processing systems.  Both reliability and grid security will be improved by the 
investments.  This work is part of the full roll out of smart grid technology and the 
“informationalizing” of energy use.   
 
Political and business leaders agree that this work will support long-term economic and job growth.  
Environmental activists disagree, pointing out that land-use issues and protection of endangered 
species do not lessen in importance because of the creation of a new energy business model.  Care 
must be taken in siting new power lines.  Activists push for new regulations to address microclimate 
impacts of wind and solar plants as dense installations make their effects more noticeable. 
 
The solar and wind power sectors suffer as a direct result of a larger issue during these years—a 
logjam of electric supply technologies trying to find a place in a market of low-energy demand 
growth.  Breakthroughs proceed ahead of the market’s ability to absorb them as new applications.  
Innovations occur on both the demand and supply side and so the rollout of many technological 
capabilities gets delayed.  In some cases, good ideas collect dust on the shelf.  Overall per capita 
electric energy consumption stays flat. 
 
Much of the controversy in the energy policy arena crackles at the local level where people are 
dealing with both the pros and cons of a more distributed energy system.  Energy-related issues find 
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their way to the forefront of civic agendas in local elections. In these instances, concerns focus on 
siting distributed-generation facilities.  Hydrogen-powered fuel cells become part of distributed 
generation systems along with more advanced solar panels.  The particular impacts of climate change 
drive both local and regional energy concerns, and climate conditions, especially shifting levels of 
rainfall, impact hydroelectric conditions.  In parts of the WECC region, debates focus on the idea of 
abandoning some hydropower due to a lack of water in the dams. 
 
Most traditional power utilities have evolved into different organizations over the past twenty years.  
Energy services, especially those related to information systems, constitute a large part of their 
businesses. In many cases, they provide services to power system networks owned by other 
companies.  For only some of their customers do utilities have ultimate responsibility for reliability, 
as some types of customers become wholly self-sufficient.  Back-up power, provided as a service in 
general, uses distributed power systems—advanced batteries, fuel cells and solar arrays—and not 
connections to the power grid.   
 
The large conglomerate power companies maintain portfolios of assets including ownership of 
power plants, transmission lines, data management services, integration and portfolio management 
services, and manufacturing plants that build distributed power systems.  Some companies diversify 
into the growing water management business, as water efficiency and purification become more 
closely related to energy use.  These larger companies participate in regional planning processes and 
lobby for regulations that ease regional development to reduce the costs of new investments. 
 
As 2030 comes to a close and the new decade begins to unfold, the two major issues in the WECC 
energy markets are:  
 

(1) How can new technologies sitting on the shelf be brought to market in profitable ways despite slow growth in 
energy demand?  Is the premature retirement of some old power systems like nuclear power 
and hydro systems likely? Changing the hydro system in the Western U.S. might help relieve 
growing water scarcity issues.   

(2) What clean technology should be the choice for new base-load generation for the U.S.?  Despite the now 
much cleaner and smarter power system in the U.S., the need for further reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions remains in place.  The remaining coal and gas-fired plants, as well 
as the increased size of the U.S. economy, still lead to higher emissions. This means that 
climate change remains a serious issue. Are next generation nuclear plants the answer?  Are 
new forms of energy storage an option?   

(3) How will the U.S. deal with workers displaced and unemployed by phasing out coal-based energy production? 
 

New scenarios are needed… 
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Scenario F
our - O

verview
 by K

ey D
river 

K
ey D

river 
Scenario Sum

m
ary 

T
he evolution of electricity 

dem
and in W

E
C

C
 region 

Stagnant grow
th rates keep dem

and low
. Little to no sign of a quick turnaround in dem

and over the 
long term

.  

T
he evolution of electricity supply 

in the W
E

C
C

 region 

R
egulatory pressure on shale-gas developm

ent leads to a slow
dow

n in natural gas exploration. C
oal 

rem
ains on a retirem

ent trajectory. R
enew

ables view
ed as viable alternative because of clim

ate change 
im

pacts.   

Innovation in electricity supply 
technology &

 distribution system
s 

D
ecades-long research into sm

art grid technology finally pays off as the industry develops an 
integrated vision, w

hich includes dem
and-side energy, E

E
, load m

anagem
ent, and variable-pow

er 
generation. 

T
he course of regional econom

ic 
grow

th in the W
E

C
C

 region 
Sustained, low

er econom
ic grow

th rates in N
orth A

m
erica, E

urope, and Japan lead to a belief that 
structural unem

ploym
ent w

ill be perm
anent aspects of these econom

ies.  

C
hanges in the regulation of 

electric pow
er system

s in the 
W

E
C

C
 region 

U
.S. and C

anadian governm
ents w

illing to fund renew
ables dem

onstrations in order to spur 
innovation.  

C
hanges in federal regulation 

affecting  electric pow
er industry 

Federal policym
akers im

plem
ent tax increases and elim

inate subsidies for the oil industry. T
he 

resulting w
indfall in revenue becom

es the catalyst for an explosion in federal funding for renew
ables 

research and developm
ent.  

C
hanges in social values related to 

energy issues 
Inform

ed energy consum
ers expect pow

er com
panies to em

pow
er them

 to m
anage their individual 

energy portfolios. Strong em
phasis on conservation. C

onsum
ers w

illing to pay higher rates.  
C

hanges in society’s preferences 
for environm

ental &
 natural 

resources 

T
he harm

ful effects of clim
ate change lead the U

.S. to sign onto an international clim
ate change 

treaty.  Serious public concern about the pow
er industry’s im

pact on w
ater quality.  

Shifts in national &
 global 

financial m
arkets 

T
he long-term

 effects of the housing bust and the credit crunch ensure that financial m
arkets prefer 

to fund low
-risk projects . Private capital m

akes lim
ited investm

ents in the pow
er industry.   

Shifts in the availability &
 prices of 

com
m

odity fuels used in the 
electricity sector 

C
oal and natural gas considered problem

atic due to em
issions concerns and w

orries about shale-oil 
developm

ent. T
ax increases and higher energy bills enable the transition to renew

ables.  
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Scenario F
our:         

F
orm

 of P
ow

er 
D

escription 
D

irection of C
hange 

C
entral Station 

C
oal/C

C
S 

Large-scale coal-fired pow
er generation in the large m

egaw
att scale needing transm

ission 
connections/w

ith clean carbon sequestration. 
~

m
aintains long-term

 position 
w

ith C
C

S technology 
C

entral Station G
as 

 
Large-scale natural gas-fired generation in the large m

egaw
att scale needing transm

ission 
connections 

+
increasing as cost com

petitive 
option 

C
entral Station 

Solar 
Large-scale solar pow

er generation at the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission connections 

-decreasing, unable to com
pete 

w
ith other options 

C
entral Station 

W
ind 

Large-scale w
ind-pow

ered generation in the m
egaw

att scale needing transm
ission connections 

+
increasing w

ith technology 
innovations 

C
entral Station 

N
uclear 

Large-scale nuclear-pow
ered generation needing transm

ission connections 
-decreasing as clean, cheaper 
options exist 

G
eotherm

al P
ow

er 
C

entral station geotherm
al needing transm

ission connections 
~

holds position 
H

ydro P
ow

er 
E

xpansion/E
xtension 

C
ontinuation or expansion of hydro pow

er generation at existing plants needing transm
ission 

connections 
~

holds position 

D
istributed Solar 

 
Sm

all scale (generally roof top photovoltaic system
s) that are located at the site of consum

ption 
+

increasing w
ith technology 

innovations and cost decreases 
D

istributed 
E

nergy E
fficiency 

M
ultiple form

s of investm
ent in capital stock w

hich leads to reduced energy consum
ption or 

w
hich support load m

anagem
ent 

+
increasing w

ith technology 
innovations and cost decreases 

D
istributed 

G
as 

Sm
all-scale natural gas-fired generation serving loads in a local area w

hich m
ay or m

ay not require 
distribution 

+
increasing w

ith technology 
innovations and cost decreases 

D
istributed 

P
ow

er Storage 
U

se of local sources of electric energy storage from
 stationary or m

obile sources 
+

increasing w
ith technology 

innovations and cost decreases 
L

arge Scale 
C

entral Storage 
U

sing a range of technologies and needing transm
ission connections 

+
increases w

ith innovation 

T
he above listing of sources of pow

er supply options can change over tim
e and w

ith varying degrees depending on conditions in the scenario.  C
onditions 

in the scenario related to changes in econom
ic grow

th, fuel prices, technological change, industry regulations (state, provincial, and federal) and public 
policies w

ill affect the am
ount of pow

er supplied from
 the pow

er sources.  For this scenario a sense of the direction of change can be indicated as follow
s: 

+
 increasing, +

+
 significant increases,  - decreasing, --significant decreases, and ~

 no significant change from
 historical levels.

  

Scenario F
our - F

orm
 of P

ow
er 

E
quation 
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This is a figurative equation that describes the key components of the electric power system.   
The right side represents total cost, and within those costs choices are made about the design 
criteria, which set standards for the power system.  All of the components on the left side represent 
the key physical aspects of the power system working together, from generation to distribution to 
final consumption by the consumer. 
 

 

Design Criteria 

• Flexible g/s  
 
 

Implications 

• High price of oil is the key driver for innovation and electrification 
• What happens to G given various technological developments  
• What’s in the pipeline:  

 Fuel Cells 
 Renewables 
 DSM/storage 
 Transmission Lines 

• Carbon Legislation 
 

 

  

Cost of Power: 
f (± G,  S(i), T(i), D(i), ± g(i), ±s(i)) 

± G S T D ± g ±s 
+G low 
carbon=late 

Probably low Flat/slow 
growth 

 On the way up Increasing 

Scenario Four - Cost of Power Equation 
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What’s missing? 

These first draft scenarios represent a good starting point and much value can be gained from them.  
However, two additional questions can be asked to improve the overall thinking in the process of 
using the scenarios:  

What might be predetermined elements?   

Predetermined elements are events and actions in which there is foreknowledge of their occurrence. 
Examples include elections, regulatory rulings scheduled to occur based on existing laws, and the roll 
out of new and proven technology.  We expect to address predetermined elements in all scenarios 
since they are unavoidable, though their implications might vary in different scenarios.  Below are 
some initial examples:  

• The issuance of EPA regulations further controlling the emissions from coal-fired plants 
• New federal rules on automobile gas mileage standards (CAFE Standards) 
• The expansion of all electric and hybrid-electric vehicles in the marketplace 
• Continued innovation in information technology that will improve information and data 

gathering and processing abilities throughout the economy 
• The budget deficit of the United States, political attempts to manage it, and the impacts on 

long-term economic growth 
• The ageing of U.S. nuclear power plants and their expected retirement over the next 20 

years.  
 
What might be useful “Wildcards” to explore?    
 
Wildcards are unpredictable but highly significant events that have not yet occurred.  Wildcards need 
not be addressed in all scenarios and can often be the subject of some targeted research to assess 
potential implication and strategic options to respond if they do, in fact, occur. Below are some 
initial thoughts:  

• The impact of a major sun storm on all transmission and distribution networks that will 
occur and peak around July of 2013 

• An accelerated shut down of U.S. nuclear power plants due to safety issues 
• The passage of national cap and trade legislation in the U.S., which leads to high carbon 

emission prices 
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Using the Scenario Matrix as Space for Long Term Thinking 
 
The draft scenarios contained herein are written as if the entire twenty-year period unfolds in one 
quadrant.  Remaining in one quadrant in this way is just an initial tool to clarify the thinking and 
ideas that describe that future world.  A next step in scenario thinking can allow movement through 
the scenario matrix over time.  For example, two paths are shown below.  Both paths start in 
Scenario Three, suggesting that current conditions are similar to those described there.  
 

 
 
The blue path suggests that over time, as the economy recovers, the world might shift to conditions 
similar to those described in Scenario One, and that in an improved economic climate, investment in 
R&D occurs, leading to technological breakthroughs, moving the world to conditions similar to 
those described in Scenario Two.  The orange path suggests that technological innovation occurs 
prior to an economic recovery. Due to this breakthrough technology, the economy then picks up 
steam.   
 
We anticipate that further work with the SPSG will generate more ideas about potential paths 
through the scenario matrix.  
 
  

WECC Transmission Scenario Matrix 
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Next Steps and Further Development of the Scenarios 
 
The scenarios represent the initial revision of the work done by the SPSG starting in December 
2010.  This revision has added additional ideas and useful structural elements that should allow 
easier access to the core ideas and comparative assessments.   
 
The scenarios will be open to revision and improvement through to their final use in the 2013 
RTEP planning process and the 10-Year Regional Transmission Plan and the 20-Year Regional 
Transmission Target Plan to be submitted to DOE in 2013.  The scenarios will also be open to 
revision as the iterative process between the scenarios and the WECC Study Case and Transmission 
Expansion modeling efforts proceed.  Results from the modeling will be used to access the ideas and 
`arguments in the scenarios and give a quantitative sense of potential developments.  In the final 
stages, the quantitative results and related transmission planning results from the modeling will 
become part of the final scenario analysis report.   
 
The SPSG will guide and shape the scenarios as this work proceeds and approve the final scenario 
analysis report and its contents.  
 


